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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The theory of the duaU ty of worlds and the distinction between
the reality of knowledge and the Illusion of opinion has most often been
discussed In reference to Plato's R'!p'!!bUc, where, In Books VI and VII, he
laid the foundations for his theory of knowledge In the two worlds of the
forma and Images t and then proceeded to show how man, through his own
power of understanding IIlUSt rise from the darleness of the cave to the
light of the sun.

However, the actual distinction between the two orders

could be said to have had Its roots even earlier than In Plato, I.e. In
fl ftlt-century Greek 1l taratun.

It Is the purpose of this research, then, to dig up those roots,
to lay them bare.

In doing so it should become evident that the genesis

of this phi losophl cal problem reached Its cllux In the most famous play
of the period •• the Oedipus tnannus of sophocles, for of aU the extant
Greek tragedies, the Oedipus IYrannus had as Its dominant theme the search
for true knowledge.

Sophocles, In trying to explicate the riddle of man,

created a drama whose core was Oedipus t discovery of the truth about himself.

In doing this the playwright dramatized the Illusions and the

Ignorances of Oedipus and their coUapse.

In their ruin was his cllmax,

In their discord with reality, his conflict; In their failure to resist
the truth, his tragiC fall.

therefore, for Sophocles the knowledge about
1

2

the situation became in time the hero's knowledge about himself.

But,

before this self-knowledge could be attained, Oedipus had to waver between the Illusion of human knowledge and the reality of divine knowledge.
This, then, will be the basic theme of this thesis, and, If It
appears to be a rather strange approach to the study of such a wellknown play, then this thesis will have achieved its purpose.

For It must

be made clear that this research will not approach the Oedipus Tyrannus
in the usual manner, i.e. as a moral analysis of Oedipus and his actions.
For, as H. D. F. Kitto says:
the formative and controlling Idea In a Greek play --always
excluding those which are not really traglc--Is some religious
or philosophical conception, and the interest which the dramatist takes in the story, or in the persons is always--I will
not say subordinated to thls, but strictly correlated with it. 1
The practical consequence of this existence of a religiOUS or philosophical
concept as something primary in relation to plots and characters Is the
presence of two distinct planes or levels in any given play, one divine
and the other human.

In the play about to be analyzed the two distinct

levels were concerned with the area of knowledge.

After explaining, in

Chapter II, the origins of the distinction between human and divine knowledge as It was developed by many pre-Sophoclean writers, and, after a
discussion in Chapter lIt of the effect of this distinction on the social
and political environment of sophocles' times, in Chapter tv the main
purpose of this thesis will be developed, an explanation of the action of

tHe D. F. Kitto, Form and Meanlns in Drama (London: Methuen, 1956),
p. 209.
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Oedieus tyrannus in terms of the distinction between human and divtne know.
ledge.

Finally, in Chapter V, this distinction will be applied to exemplify

sophocles' basie concept of man, a concept based on man's relation to the gods
which was an answer to the growing problems of his age.
Prior, however, to the survey of pre-Sophoclean thought on human
and divine knowledge, it might be advantageous to explain in greater detail
the difference between the approach used in this thesis and those used by
recent cri ti es of Sophocles.
A survey2 of recent Sophoclean criticism must necessarily begin with
Sir Ri chard Jebb, for his work around the turn of this century fixed the
point at which all future editions of Sophocles must begin.

If Jebb were to

center on anyone predominant motivation beyond the beauty of the work
itself, it must be said that he would choose "piety," though he never de.
veloped this vie'''' to any great length.
The first great change and reawakening of Sophoclean criticism came
In 1917 with the publication of Tycho von Wilamowitz' Die DramatlscM Technlk
des sophokles.

His basic theory was that Sophocles worked primarily for the

optimum effect of particular scenes, a desire that even forced Sophocles
to sacri ft ce the uni ty and harmony of the playas a whole.

WIlamowl tz

particularly ignored all psycl1010gical explanations of motive, because he
felt that the Sophoclean characters were no further characterized psycho.
logically than required by what they had to do and say In order to make any
particular scene artistically effective.

Action and character were deter.

2Cf• Cedric H. Hhltman, Sophocles: A Study of Heroic Humanism (Cam.
bridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1951), PP. 22.27.
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mined primarily by the myth, and then further by the technical limitations.
Wilamowltz seemed to ignore all the moral problems of the plays by making
their purpose a mere display of art for art's sake.
In direct contrast to \Hlamowitz was wolfgang Schadewalt3 who
treated Sophocles as a psychologist would.

He insisted that many of the

characters underwent change, a character-change which implied a value-change.
Hence, the Whole inner world, which Wllamowi tz had ignored, came into play.
Schadewalt's theory of Sophoclean tragedy was stated as: t'Man, overthrown
by a fate which he unwittingly brought upon himself, comes to his right mind
and conquers himself, and thereby his fate" in his own destruction.,,4 Such
an interpretation was nothing but the sin and punishment theory at work again
--a modern adaptation of Aristotle's tragic flaw theory.
AlthOugh schadewalt allowed Sophocles a moral function" it remained for Max Pohlenz to show how the Greek dramatist performed that function, and

wt~t

his moral position was.

In his general treatise, Die srie-

chtsche Trasodie, Pohlenz tried to show that
Sophocles stepped into Aeschylus' shoes as teacher of the people
and proved himself a strong religiOUS conservative" even reactionary,
who reflected the released individualism of the times in the artistic
viewpoint of his plays, and yet defended the old groundwork of
Aeschylean rellgion. 5
3ef• Wolfgang Schadewalt" "Sophokles Aias und Antigone," ~~e Wese
zur Antike" VIII, 61-109, especially 67.69, 79.82.
4!bid." 79.

~ax Pohlenz, Die Sriechlsche Trasodle (Leipzig und Berlin" 1930)"
p. 163.

5

This antinomy between individualism and Aeschylean religion was a difficult
one to show, and Whitman does not beUeve that Pohlenz fully achieved It.
The last two Sophoclean cri tl cs to be manti oned are Karl Reinhardt
and Heinrich Weinstock.

Although Relnhardt6 did not offer a complete under-

standing of Sophocles' wodc, one general theory did emerge, that of the
Isolation of the protagonists.

But, for the most part, Reinhardt stressed

the moral and religiOUS questiona In indlvldual sl tuations, and not dogma.
Weinstock's WOrk? was obviously Influenced by the exlstentiaUst phl1oeophy
to wblch he adhered, for he Interpreted sophocles as the depicter of Ufe
as It was.

The various characters were shoWn to be examples of the heroic

human spirit and not examples ·of various "tragic flaws."

Their chief re-

sponalbillty was one for the present.
In all of these critics' theories, which ranged from art for art's
sake to v.rlous types of sin and punishment. the classic approach to Sopho.
cles seemed to waver a bl t here and there, but to refuse to give way entirely.
The old asaumptlona stUl remained with their roots firmly planted in the
earliest of all formulae for tragedy. the Aristotelian theory of h!m!rtia.
It can possibly be said that all Sophoclean critlclsm has been affected to
some degree by the hamartia theory.

Not everyone has embraced I t wholeheart-

edly, and very few have been fooUsh enough to interpret all seven Sophoclean
tragedies 'by Ita princlplea. One reason for this vsried adherence is the lack
of universal agreement as to what I s meant 'by the "tragi c flaw."

•
~arl Reinhardt, iopbokles (Frankfurt . . Main, 1933).
7Belnrtch Weinatock, IOPbekle. (Leipsig und BerUn. 1931).
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When Aristotle spoke of the "tragic flaw,"8 he did not say that he
meant Sophocles' Oedleus. but his admiration for the play was so great that
It Is hard not to think that he did.

The real problem Is what he meant by

a "mistake" or a "flaw." For the last seventy-five years scholars have
tried to answer the question whether It is an lntellectua1 9 or a moral lO
falling In the tragic hero that brings about his change into misfortune.
Representative of these two theories would be those of Ingram Bywater and

s. H. Butcher.
Bywater maintained that Aristotle thought hamartia was an "error
of judgment," an Intellectual mlstake. ll

If Aristotle meant thiS, then his

own views would lead to Oedipus' acquittal.

For Aristotle said that such

mistakes originated not in vtce or depravl ty but In 19norane::'! of fact or
8Cf• Aristotle, Poetics 1453a16.
9Cf• I. Bywater, Aristotle on the Art of Poeto! (Oxford, 1909).
215, and P. van Braam in ~ 6 (1912). 266-72, think of it as an error of
judgment; ~. Hey in PhtloloSt!s 83 (1928), 160: "Das Wort."bsw. die Wortgruppe gehort somtt gar nicht der maraUschen Begriffespbare an, .ondem
der intellektueUen."; simllarly, A. Gudeman, Art.,totles Ete~ 'Jro f '1"tlfS S
(Berlin und Leipzig, 1934), 242; A Rostagni Artstotle: Poettca (Torino, 1945),
71: "errore proveniente da lnconsapevolezza, da ignoranza dl qualche fatto
o dl qualche clrconstanze • • • "; H. Rouse A.ristotle's Poetics (London, 1956),
94-96: "not a moral state; but a specific error."
lOp. Manns, Die Lehre Des Aristotles von der Tragischen Katharsis
und Hamartia (Karlsruhe und Letpztg, 1883), 71-72 • speaks of a "morallsche
Beschaffenhett," "seelenverfassung," "Charakterfehler;" s. H. Butcher,
Aristotle's Theory of Poet~_ and Fine Arts (London, 1911), 317.33: "flaw In
character" (319), "~ral fraility" (324); P. W. Harsh in ~ 76 (1945), 58,
believes thatJ~~O~L~ is a moral quality which includes some degree of
culpability; L. Cooper In ~ (1947.48), 39.40, and C. H. Whitman, Sophocles
(Cambridge, Mass., 1951), 33.34, constder It a moral fatling.
11lngram Bywater, ~rtstotle on the Art of Poeto! (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1909), P. 215.

7
circumstance, were not voluntary, and should be forgiven.

Now I t Is per-

fectly true that when Oedipus killed Lalus he made a mistake of this kind.
He acted out of Ignorance that Lalus was his father, and this was the beginning of his downfall; for It led to the plague, the curse, the discovery
of the truth, and Oedipus' blinding of himself.

Because of his mistake

Oedipus changed from good to bad fortune.
According to Butcher,12 however, It la possible that Aristotle meant
a different kind of mbtake, something IIOre Uke a moral fault of character
Which voUld lead a man to aee things wrongly.
but it is possible that he meant It.
came very near the truth.

Aristotle did not say this,

If so, it vould se. . that Artstotle

For Oedipus' character was undeniably connected

with the form that his downfall took.

13

Neither Interpretation, however, of Artstotle's view of a tragic
mistake explains all the facts of the Oedipus 'fYrannus.

Whichever be pre-

ferred, Aristotle atlll missed one vitally Important element In the Oedipus
Tuannus.

He said nothing about the part taken by the gods In the rtse and

faU of Oedipus.

tUa omission is understandable since he was apparently

not Interested In this aspect of tragedy and did not, therefore, discuss It
In his Poetics.

But such an omisston seriously Impaired his view.

For,

though Oedipus' mistake in kUUng his father led to other disaaten, It vas
Itself foreordained by the gOds.
with the parrlclde.

The tragtc career of Oed'pus did not begin

Hia doom was fixed before his birth.

From a consider-

12$. H. Butcher, Aristotle's Th80'1 of poeta and Fine Arts (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1902), PP. 319, 24.
1Jer• Chapter IV, Infra, P. 52ff.
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atton of Oedipus' foreordained doom will arise a better understanding of the
somewhat novel approach of this thesis.
In the prevl ous outlines of some of the modern cri tl es of Sophocles,
and in the two above-mentioned interpretations of Aristotle's theory of
hamartia as appUed to Oedipus there was a heavy concentration on the moral
question connected wtth the play.

But, while such is one approach to the

tragedy of Oedipus, there is another, for
if Sophocles had wanted to constder the problem of right and
wrong, he would have dramatized the scene at the crossroads.
Instead he has dramattzed the search for the murderer; the
whole action is therefore devoted to the effort to draw truth
out of the uncertainty and ignorance Which at first center around
the plague and later begin to gather more and more ominously
around the king himself. 14
Here Whitman states that the emphasis Sophocles placed in his play was not
so much on

!!1!% Oedipus feU, but rather on.!l2! he learned that he would faU.

This would be an entirely dtfferent interpretation, one that would show the
audience a basic truth about mankind, not one solely peculiar to Oedipus.
A. E. Haigh, in his Traiic Drama of the Greeks, discusses this same pOint
with relation to the approach Aeschylus took to the Oedipus myth.

lIe says:

The aim of Aeschylus, In his three tragedies, was to trace the

course of ancestral guilt, and to exhtbit the mysteriOUS workings
of destiny during successtve generations. Hence, it may be inferred that, in his treatment of the story, the emphasis was
laid, more on the causes and effects of the crime of Oedipus"
than on the actual process of discovery. Sophocles, on the
other hand, prefers to concentrate the interest upon a single
point of time, and gives a different moral to the legend, converting it into a picture of blindness and fallibility of mankind. To effect this purpose he devotes the greater part of the
play to the gradual discovery of the murder and incest, and makes
14whi tman, ,22- cl t., P. 12 S.
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Oedipus himself the author of the discovery. and the unconscious
.gent In hi. own destruction. It was he who pershta In un.
r.velllng the fatal secret, in spl te of wamlng. to the contr.ry,
because he thinks It will benefit himself and hh neighbors. He
catches at e.ch hint. and pursues each clue with light and cheer.
ful heart, 11 ttle dreaming that every .tep brings him nearer to
the prec1pl081 and It h only when he has reached the very brink,
.nd the truth h revealed, t.,§ he perceives, when too late, the
extent of his previOUS folly.
Although Haigh may have put a llttle too 1IIlch weight on the fact that Oedlpua
wu solely respon.ible for the dl.covery, he has stated wen the emphasis

-

that is properly the pl.y· •••the Intellectu.l process of discovery and not
the mor.l cause or guUt that underlles Oedipus' faU.

If the play Is to be considered under thi • •spect, I.e. how Oedipus
leamed that he would fall and not

!!!1

he fell, It IU8t be assumed that

Oedipus' fate was a divine proclamation, an usumptlon which will .ct as
the 2ns"!ppo.ltlon of the play, and not the mtant.

Hans DU1er, In hi.

monogr.ph, oottllch!! sed menschl!es 'H ••en bel !02!tokles, confll'DUl this
presupposl tlon In the Ught of a contr.st between the Aeachylean.Eurlpldean
and the Sophoclean concept of the Original oracle given to Lalu..

He s.ys:

E.t I.t sehr becelemend, wle Sophokles In der Mitteilung de.
Orakel. von Aischylo. und Euripides abwelcht. In AI.chylos·
Sieben gegen theben (743) wle In Eurlplde.· PhOlnl ••en (17)
ht d.. Oraleel nlchta Anderes
elne \~amung an L!los, elnen
sohn. cu ceugen. Was dann kOlBt, l.t die Folge der Ubertretung
de. Verbota, Ja bel AIschylo. wlrd e • •usdrUokllch
Strafe
fur die Ubertretung becelem.t. sophokle. l".t e. In der
Form die Unabwendbarkelt mittel len. die gottllche Au••agen
Ihrem Sim nach llllJl8r fur U. haban: daa Oe.chlck bestlmme
dam Lalo., von der Hand de. Some. 'SU Sterban. der Iocute und
111m geboren wiirde (713). Aber des I.t Ja nur die Vor....aung •

.1.

.1.

•

15A• E. Haigh. t~ teglo
Clarendon Pre•• , 1906), p. 193.

PI'!!!

of the ODek! (Oxford: At the
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nlcht dar Inhalt des sophoklelschen Dramas

YOm

tyrannen Odlpus.16

It Is the vlew of Diller. then, that Oedipus is really absolved of any guUt.
therefore, the question of divine justice or injustice is ignored.

through-

out the Oedipus brenus, though it be true that the guiding force is the
will of human beings, and yet that their will is free, still, "the action Is
in accordance with the will of Zeus or destiny, and often this will have
been revealed long before in oracles, which men in their folly have failed
to comprehend, or tried to evade. H17
Therefore, the actual question of whether Oedipus acted morally or
not will not be taken up in this thesis; it is beside the point.

"the

pOint is that it [the act of vengeance] la the inevitable consequence of the
original crime. Hl8
Now that certain exclusions have been made from this thesls, it ls
time to look at the problem poSitively.

the main purpose of the thesis can

be stated very simply: to study the action of the playas a winding path

between illusion and reality, i ••• between human and divine knowledge.

The

explanation of the action of the play is necessarily two-fold, for, ..

J. C. Opstelten says, sophocles stressed Hthe delusion of man, the insigntflcance of human greatness agatnst the background of the might of the
16Hans DUler, Gottllches und menschUc1-s tHssen bei Soehokles
(Kiel: Lipslus und Tischer, 19505, p. 18.
170• W. Lucas, The Greek Tragic Poets (London: Cohen and West,
1959), PP. 131.32.
18H. D. F. Kitto, "God tn Ae~ch.Vlus and Sophocles," ~9tretlen lur
L'Antlqult~ Cla.slsue, Tome I. (Geneve: Foundation Hardt, 1954), p. 176.
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gods." 19 For, just as Sophocles could not point up the nature of man wi thout
a contrast with the divine, so, too, he could not use the element of knowledge
to exemplify this contrast without depicting Its opposlte•• ll1uslon.

Diller

affirms this, when he says:
Allerdings kann Wissen nicht Gegenstand dramatischer Gerstaltung
seln ohne die Anttthetik zu selnem negattven Gegenpol, zu Irrtum,
Trug und Schetn, und so wtrd tn der Tat bei Sophokles immer wieder
ein menschltches, unvollkommenes, bedingtes Wissen gegen ein
gottliches, vollkommenes, unbedingtes abgesetzt und in Auselnandersetzung mtt ihm gezeigt. 20
This winding path between human and divine knowledge, was made
possible by the fact that what had already happened before the play began
was now waiting only for Its revelation.

The gods had known Oedipus' fate;

they had revealed I t to him, but, because of the character of hta human
knowledge, he could not comprehend it.

Freedom of cboi ce for Oedl pus dl d

not enter into the picture; his duty was simply to find out what had already
been decided for htm.

Diller puts It this way:

Dass es auch da noch auszwel chen versucht, wo von vornhereln
gar ketn Ausweg gelassen wurde, tst bekanntllch die Grundlage
des Odlpus-Schlcksals •••
In der Handlung 1st Insofern die letze Konsequenz aus dem
Character der sophoklelschen Tragodte als eines Weges zwischen
Nichtwtssen und Erkennen gezogen, als hier alles beretts geschen
tat un nur noch auf seine Enthul1ung wartet, Frethel t der Wahl
also auch als Vorspiegelung ntcht mohr vorhanden Ist. 21
Therefore, this thesis wtll study the grocess of how Oedtpus came to this
19J • C. Opstelten, $ogbocles and Greek Pessimtsm, trans. J. A. Ross
(Amsterdam: North Holland Pub1. Co •• 1952), p. 51.
20

Diller, !E. ci t., p. 5.

21l!!.:l., P. 18.
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revelation-.to the knowledge of the trut......nd not

.!!!% he w.s destroyed.

To a re.der .ccuatomed to the usu.l mor.l cri ti clam th.t se81D8 to
spring up ao natur.lly around Greek tragedy, thl. theal. ay .ppe.r to be
lac1dng in the discussion of auch concepts as "ju.tlce," or "aor.ll ty," and
Sophocles' own person.l conviction• •bout .uch.

But I firmly belleva the

fact that this ''moral tn.re.ding" can often go to gre.t extreme., especl.Uy
wi th Greek tragedy.

Op.telten, I think, .tate. I t beat, when he a.y. that

It i. often difficult In Sophocle.' wode. to l.y a precl.e
finger on hia own person.l convictions. The purity of hi.
conscience as an artl.t ade It •• umece•••ry for him to
re.son out and render an .CCOunt of hi. own view of Ufe as
to ju.ti fy the rule of the god. before the trl banal of man's
.ense of righteou.ne... 'Sophocles doe. not .ffect,' Mack.ll
correctly writea, ~.. 155) 'to explain Ufe; he hardly crt.
tl cize. I t. He .how. things happening and how they happen,
but not why' .22
Fln.lly, this the.ia, having analyzed the epl.temologlcal thelle of
the OedlPt!.

TzE!nm.!.,

wUI draw out from this analysl.

SOlIe

general conclu.

alon. reg.rdlng the concept of man and hi. rel.tlonshlp to the gods as found
in the Oedl,eus Tnannul.

It i. a concept that would fl t well wi th the _dem

world'. concept of man••an exl.tenti.l theory of man that .tre.... the tr••
gedy of IIJman exl.tence.

Victor Ehrenberg

aullS

It all up when he .ays that

the fate of Sophocle.' heroes
does not depend on their IIOral or llllllOral conduct. Their tragedy
ia that, In .plte of their faulta and ml.deed., they .re 'Innocent',
or perhaps better put, out.lde the .tand.rds of gunt and Innocence.
Their tragedy la the tragedy of man, of the vary fact of being a human
being. Man 1. a toy in the hands of .uperhuman force.. It t. the

-
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gods' rule overman that 1s called 'fate', and man's reaction
against it, which makes human life great as well as tragic. Man
is born into it world whi ch is the work of the gods, in 1 ts good as
well as its evl1 things. It is this world which man has to face,
in which and with which he has to live, and in which he has to
prove his worth. Ris fate is bound up with the divlne order of
the world, and tragedy occurs by the clash between divlne order
and human diSOrder. 23
Finally, a word is needed with respect to the sources used In preparing this thesis.

There are two common editions of the Oedipus Tmnnue

with accompanying English translations •• those of Sir Richard Jebb24 and
J. T. Sheppard. 25 For the ettationa from the play used In this thests I
have chosen Sheppard's edition for the simple reasons that thla edition is
more recent and that the EngUsh of the translation ia sllghtly more modern
than that found in Jebb's edition.

It should also be noted that the bibUo-

graph! cal Ust of secondary book sourcea seems disproportionately long in
comparison with the list of articles.

This ia due to the fact that the

number of articles dealing with the particular problem in sophoclean tragedy treated In this thesis was found to have been rather amall.

Many other

artl cles deallng wi ttl varioua elements of sophoclean crt tl et am were consulted, but only those ci ted In the text of thls thests were included In
the blbliograpbr.

.

,
•
23yictor Ehrenberg, I22necles and Pericles (Oxford: Basil BlaCkWell,
1954), p. 24.
24ct. Sophoclea The Oedins tyr!!U\Us, ed. and trana. Sir R.ichard
Richard Jebb, Vol. I, YOPhoCleg: The Playa and freest! (Cambridge: At
the University Pre•• , 907.32).
25ct. :ophocles The Oedipus Woa, ed. and trans. J .. T. Sheppard
(Cambrl dge: J. i,; the Uni vera! ty Press,190:1

CHAPTER It

THE EVOLUnON OF THE OOCTRtNE OF
HUMAN AND DIVINE KNOWLEOOE
Before examining the doctrine of the conflict of human and divine
knowledge. a theme so central in Sophocles' thought. especially in his best
known play. the Oedipus tzrannus. t think it quite necessary to investigate
any treatments of this doctrine by writers prior to and contemporary with the
age of sophocles. for Sophocles was by no means the first person to bring
this distinction between human and divine knowledge to the attention of the
public.

Though he may have been the first to do so through the medium of

the stage, his basic ideas on this subject can be found in much of the
literature which preceded him.
Though there may have been an evolution of this doctrine. and various
later Writers may have exerted an influence on Sophocles, It must clearly
be understood that sophocles was not necessarily well-acquainted with all
of the previous literature which will be discussed In this chapter.

Hans

Diller. in discussing the relationship of Heraell tus to Sophocles. makes
this pOint clear when he says:
Diese Festellung diene nicht zum NachWeis literarlseher oder
gelstesgesehlchtlicher Abhanglgkelten. wohl aber Zur Befestigung
der Elnsicht, wie sehr in einer geistig gesehlossenen Zeit das
Werk des PhilOSOPhen und des Tragikers von denselben Kraften
bewegt wi rd.
1

Diller,

~. ~••

P. 31.
14
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Therefore, the relationships between the various earlier authors and their
influence on Sophocles can best be attributed to the closely unified intellectual age and religious ethos In which these men lived and wrote.

In

this survey of pre-Sophoclean thought on the nature and distinction of human
and divine knowledge, the most relevant authors are the pre-Socratic phllosophers, although it is not profitable to omit four of the more important
early poets--Homer, Heslod, Solon, and Theognis, because their views on this
SUbject, though scattered and often not fully explicated, do present man's
first efforts at Investigating this perplexing problem of knowledge.
Homer's invocations at the opening of both the Iliad and the Odyssey:
were those of a bard whose words did not flow from his own genius or from
his Individual experience, but who was inspired by a deity: the Muse of Epic
Poetry, Calliope.

Homer, however, presented his most explicit invocation

deallng with human and divine knowledge in the prelude to the "catalogue
of the Ships" in Book II of the Iliad.
asking them

to

Here he addressed the Olympian Muses,

inspire him--

--for ye are goddesses and are at hand and know all things,
whereas we hear but rumor and know not anything__ 2
Here Homer was distinguishing between the exact knowledge of the eyewi tness
and hearsay.
at hand.

The goddesses were the eyewitnesses because they were always

Therefore, they were superior to man for they had seen everything

and knew I t at the present; the poet was simply the tool of the Mlses.
2Homer The Iliad Ii. 485-86, ed. and trans. A. T. Murray, Vol. t
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1939), PP. 86-87.
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being omnipresent. provided the poet wi th what could be ca11ed a mental
pi cture.
poetry.

Dark rumor was transformed Into a product of the t-tsses; it became

Bruno snell sums 1 t up when he says:

• • • the uncompU cated views whi ch he [Homer) holds concerning
knowledge always apply in the same stable ratio: the vlder the experlenee. the greater the knowledge. The eyewitne.s commands a
better knowledge than the recipient of here.ay. The experienee
of the Muse. vho vere always present Is complete; that of lien is
restricted. Provided the Mu.es share their experience with the
.inger. he need. to contribute only an adequate performance of
his physical organs. 3
In the vords of Hesiod the problem of human and divine knowledge
vas conceived In the s ... context as the Homeric--thst of the relation be.
tween the Muses and men.

But. from the beglnnlng of hls Theogo!\y. Heslod

had a somewhat different description of mants relation to the Muses.

Very

early in the Theosonz H•• iod .aid:
And one day they taught H.slod glorious song While he vas
shepherding his lambs under holy lteU con. and this word fl rat
the godde•••• said to .-.the Mus.s of Olympus. daughters of
Zeus who holds the aegis: "Shepherds of the vUderness. wretched
things of shame. mere be1Ues. ve know how to speak IIIIIIlY falsehoods as though thet were true; but we know. vhen ve will. how
to utter the truth.
In these 11nes it would seem that Heslod vas not content vi th the Muses

17
giving him a clear picture of the facts to relate one particular event, as
Homer was In hla cataloguing of the ships.

No, Heslod stressed that once In

-

the past the Muses on ReUeon had taught him the art of song.
status as a poet vas a special gift of the Muses.

Rls Whole

He. like Homer, considered

truth to be a gift of the deity. coming through revelation, but In a special
way.

He, In a sense, had been infused with true knowledge.

~lhen

the Muses

themselves said that they knew many false things which resembled the truth.
they were, perhaps, using Heslod to refer to those singers who, Uke Homer,
learned from the Muses all sorts' of matters Which could not possibly be
known wi th any degree of accuracy.

But, since the Muses had told him the

truth, they had raised him above the level of hla class.

Ordinary men had

no knowledge except that reported to them by Reslod. the poet of infused
truth.

Thus, Snetl says:

The songs of others appeared to him as folly or Ues. There
la, thus, a correlation between these two facts: Heslod looks
upon himself as a special type of man, and his truth is of a
special perfection. He ls subjective In the sense that he has
his ovn understanding of what objectlve truth Is. His know.
ledge. In fine, stands half way between the divine knowledge
of the Muses and the human knowledge of the fools. 5
With Hesiod, whose poetry embodied ethical maxims and practical
Instructions adapted to the Ufe of a peasant, there Is a logical comparlaon
of two elegiac poets who represented the anstocratic urban classes: Solon
and Theognis.
solon (c. 640.c. S58 B.C.) was the first Attic poet.
he often dealt with moral, political, and social subjects.
Ssnelt,!2. cit., p. 139.

In his elegies
The first of
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these demands consideration.

solon was qut te concerned about the moral

relation between gods and men, and, although he dtd not by any means give a
full explicatton of hts theory of knowledge, his basic ideas on this subject can be gathered from a few fragments.

In one lone fragment, he said:

The mind of the immortals is all unseen to man. 6
Here the poet implied that the thoughts of the gods remained a riddle to
men, that I t was useless for men to attempt to outsmart the goda.
would be the result If they did attempt to do so?

And what

Speaking of the violation

of the balance of nature, Solon said that this balance must be restored,
and that no man knew how or when:
Aye, one payeth today, another tomorrow; and those who
themselves flee and escape the pursuing destiny of Heaven,
to them ven,eance cometh again, for the price of their seed
after them.
Solon continued, saying that a man's only hope was to pray to the gods, and
to be dependent on them lest he overstep his 11ml tatlons.

So, he drew a

moral conclusion from his thoughts on the relation of men to gods, something
not seen in Homer or Hesiod.
Theogn.ie, who flourished in the second half of the sixth century
B.C., devoted hts elegies to Cyrnus to moral exhortations enjoining piety
and moderation in conduct.

A few fragments from these suffi ce to elucldate

I

q. c' ir (.kl(r £
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Theognla' posi tton on the problem.

The following presented his bast c

doctrine:
'Tis hard indeed to see hoW God will accomplish the end
of a matter yet undone; for 'tl. all dark, and the ending
of perplexi ty Is not for man to understand ere what Is
to be. S
Here Theognls was concemed wi th the future, the destiny of man.

The gods

knew the answer, but man could not understand hoW, for he llved and under_
stood only the present.
lack of foreknowledge.

Even present actions became aimless due to this
According to Theognls,

We men practice vain things, knowing nought,
while the gods accomplish all to their mind.'
According to Theognla, the gods, despite what humans did, meted out to men
prosperi ty or disaster according to their own inscrutable pleasure. 10 But,
men must not despair at this thought, for there was a remedy.

The god's

pleasure was not Just mere caPrice, for man must leam to pray to the gods;
although the gods' intentions were above the reach of man's understanding,
their power demanded man'. veneration:
Pray to the Gods; with the Gods Is power; It I. certain
b1

10Cf• Theognls 161ff.
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that vlthout the Coda man obtalna neither good nor 111.11
The baalc nottona of theae four poeta--80mer, Realod, Solon, and

Theognla--on the relatlonahlp between Iuman and divine tnowledge, and the
moral ImpUcattona of the last t.vo, led to the expoal tlon of the IIOre solen.
tlflc concepts of the pre-Sooratlc pbllosophers.
The flrat pbllosopher to be considered la Xenopbanes, vhO Uved a
long Ufe extendtng over the greater part of the sheth century B.C.
hili, knowledge vas bulcally e!HEI!!)!!.

Por

Re said:

No man knows. or ever v111 know, the tNth about the goda
and about everytblng I .peak of, for even 1 f one obanced
to say the ooraplete tntb, yet one.elf knows I t not; but
....tng 1. wrought over all tblngs ( s fancy I. Wl'OU,bt
In the caae of men).12
Conal derlng the vorda
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to be OOl'lMcted vi tb

the actlon of .eetna. Xenophane. vu .aylng that aen had .een U ttle, and

therefore knew Uttle.

But. It la Important to notice that he did admit

that lien could know or .ee .I!!! tblna..

Re defined IIOre accurately the

contra.t between vhat vas reUably known. the certain. and vhat va. not.

,

one knew theO"oI. cP Eo S" ,vhat vu clear and evl dent, one tn. only 6~ 1<0 s.

dl.ttnaul.hed between the exact knowledge of the eyewl tn... , be he

god
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or man, and hearsay. Xenophanes felt that ht.Iman knowledge was In Its very

!!!!nS! deceptive, for, although man might hit upon the truth, he .could never
"know" or "see·' that he had done so.
But If human knowledge was Imperfect, because men could experience

r

only appearancea ( b ~ I;}.) and not truth Itself, what about dlvtne knowledge'
How did the deity differ from man? Pragmant23 at.ted:
One god, greateat aona goda and Mn, tn no way almllar
to mortala either In body or In thoUCht. 13
Xenophanea no longer vt.ed the goda In the human ahape which forced Itself
upon the naive mind of Homer.

H.vtng seen the divine .. a oomprehenalve

unl tY, Xenophanea attempted to break wi th the notion of a multi tude of
anthr'opomorpl11 c goda.

Yet the god that tl11a poet understood att 11 rea.bled

man In that wisdom Which w.. the I11glteat .ttalnment of man and which played
the same role for the dettY. Man'a knowledge, however, was Imperfect, but
the wl.dom of the god w.a f.ultl....

And Whrf

Because

All of 111m . . . . . .11 thlnlca, and all hean. 14
Bruno snell C01DII*lts on thla fragment:
Gross anthropollorphl_ t. left far behlnd; the deitY I. conceived
.. po.....lng none of the huun organs of perception au • • • ear
and eye. With I ts whole being I t absorb. Ita experience, and the
very fullne•• of thl. experience conatl tute. the e.aence of the
dlvtntt,y.15
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Having coruaidered the basic difference between Xenopbanes' ideas of
IaJman and divine knowledge, that the latter was perfect, since god was all

experience, while the former wa imperfect on account of man's contact
solei,. with appearances, there remains a closer examination of the tuun

As mentioned above, even though mants knowledge was of its essence
deceptive, yet the highest attalmnent for .... was wisdom.

This.,. .e... a

bit contradictory. On the one hmd Xenophmes said:
If god had not _de yellow

hone,.,

men would consider fig. far sweeter. 16
Human knowledge was here depicted a

govemed

II&\'S

expert_oe.

b••lcall,. deceptive. since appearanoea

But all was not lost for

man,

for Xenophanes

al.o stated:
Yet the goda haVe not revealed all thirage to 1181\ from
beginning, but b,. seeking men find out better tn time.

I,.

On this point Snell COIIIIIIenU:
Even bafore him [xenoptaane.J Archllochua and Sappho had discovered
that by their own .trengtb.tcto~. as R. .lod. wi th the help of the
del ty-they were able to arrive at a nUllber of penonal value
judgments. All the.e tnnda meet In Xenophanes and add up to some-

thing new: wtsdom Is the highest goal of man; our tcnowledge as,
such ts obscure, but it Is illumined by s ..rchlng.t8

Rere, then, with XenophaMs, there arose the new ~tlon ~t
,
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acquired their knowledge through their own striving. that even though they
might never arrive at complete enlightenment they always were capable of
searching out better thlngs,Hesiod thought he stood midway between divine
and human knowledge; with Xenophanes man's own initiative for the first time
became Important for acquisition of knowledge and for the bridging of the
gulf that lay between men and gods.
It was the doctrine on human and divine knowledge of HeracUtus of
Ephesus. who flourished around 500 B.C•• which most influenced Sophocles
some fifty years later.

Heraclitus' Fragment 78 stated his theory of the

dichotomy between divine and human knowledge,
Ruman disposition does not have true Judgment.
but divine disposttlon does. 19
Whereas the men previously considered thought experlcmC! to be the middle
term between divine and human knowledge. HeracUtua now tumed off in a
completely new direction.

He interpreted the divine substance more ab.

stractly, While Xenopbanes considered god as experience. Heraclitus thought
of god as Mind (-vo'vJ').

This Mind was the ultimate goal of human knowledge:

Wisdom is one•• to know the intelligence by2~ich
all things are steered through all things.

•
19HeracUtua Frag, 78. Ahe Pmoorastg PhUosoeMI'!: A CIitiel
Hlsto1 With a Selection of Texts. edt and trans, C. S. tUrk and J, E.
R",ven ~brtdge: A~ the tlnive~lty PJress" 1957). p~ 193.
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But to attain this Hera ell tua demanded an Intensive approach rather than the
extensive searching of experience.

The deity no longer had a great memory

whi ch it shared wi th men, as In the case of the MuMS of Homer and Hesiod,
nor did man's investigation dissipate ltselt In several directions, as In the
case of Xenophanes.

All experience, necessary as it waa, remained without

value tor HeracUtwI, unless it led to an intenaive understanding of the

A:~05, I.e. ot the unity of the deity.
later on.

How man attained this will be seen

But first Heraclltua' distinction between divine and human know-

ledge !DUst be looked Into more closely.
As mentioned above, Fr. 78 stated that the divine race had insight
or tlUe judgment, whereas the human race did not.

The divine insight was

baaed on the fact that it saw the unity in things, whereas human thought
always divided that unity in its judgment.

Heraclitus said in Fr. 102:

To god all things are beautiful and good and just,
but men have supposed some things to be unjust, others
juat. 21
And why did the detty s" the unity in things?

Hana Diller says: "Die

Gotthei t weiss dte Elnhel t der Gegens.tIle, weU sl" selbst die Elnhel t des
In menschUchen Denken Zerspaltenen Ist • .,22

A good example of this is seen

in the follOWing story from Homer as related by Heraclitus:
Men are deceived in their knowledge of things
even as Homer was, although he was the wisest
For he was even deceived by boys killing Uce
him: "'What we have seen and grasped, these we

that are manifest-of all the Greeks.
when they wd to
leave behind; whereas

-
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what we have not seen and grasped, these we carry away...23
DUler brings out the significance of this fragment when he says:
Der Mensch, del' aus der Slcherbalt s.lner EI1\8eltlgkelt
herausgerlsaen, abel' noch nlcht sur gOttllchen IUnaleht durchpdrunaen tst, steht In dar II tuatlon dessen. den ungelOste
liteel qualen. So braucht He_Ut als Glelchn.ls dfts JDen8ctt.
lichen V.rhAltnl .... sur Wahrheltserkenntnls dies G.sch1chte
von Romer, dar .tn .lnfaches Klnder-Rits.l nlcht losen konnte.
well ltD del' eln. Begrlff f.h1te, der die achelnbaren Para.
~en sur slJlftVOllen Elnhelt ".11»and. 24
Therefore. tho.. thlngs wbl ch were mo.t Important for mania extatence seemed
strange because . . dtd not ... the unity of the ).tJf ".;

appearance.. And

tbat lay beblnd the

ReraeU tua said:

80,

the Law, though men a.soclate with It moat <t1os.1y, yet they
are separated fl"ODl It, and tho.e things wbleh they encounter
dall,. .... to them .tr..... 25
..
COUld man ever hope to reach the unltJ the deity's•• and. If
how?

Did man have understanding or knowledge at aUf

80,

HeraeUtus stated

In'rag. 93:
The Lord Whose orael. I. In Delphi neither speaks out

•

24ntll.r, .22• .sl,5•• p. 30.
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nor conceals, but gives a slgn.26
Once again Diller provides an explanation:
Die Gotthelt redet In der Sprache ihres iHssen, der Mensch
versteht nach der 'ahigkeit selner Aufnahmeorgane und verstaht not:wendig fulch, aber nicht, weU die Gottheit lhn lrrefuhren will, sondern aus der strukturellen Verschiedenhelt
gottlicher und menschlicher !lnsicht heraus. 27
I

Therefore, t!eraclltus would say that the gods dtd gtve signS of the A0Q' os,
that the visible signs which men received were a
visible, the understanding of tbe 'Atf,'l(O;.

means

of attalninl the in-

For IteracUtu& these visible

Signs were symbols in whl ch the wise man could catch a sUmpse of the pro-

found secrets of Ufe.

But men oould not do thts by an orderly means of

analysiS, for the basic human intellectual structure divided any existing
uni ty.

Ite oould only understand by intuition.

In thts connection Snell says:

For the understanding of this l0io, he [HeracUtu.] does not propose a my.tic OOtamion, nor dOes he demonatrate a methodical
approach. He urges men to be watchful, and to pay heed to what
nature has to say (fr. 112). In as much u the 1010S pervade.
everything it manife.ts itself in the indlvldual al.o; and yet
'tt i. aet apart from aU things' (fr. 108) since it transcenda
the particular. The mysterious essence, the vital tendon,
reveals 1belf through partt cular events whi ch man use. All symbol. to apprehend the dlvlne. 28

!l1 men

But did

have thi. baste intuition?

HeracUtus said

m..

rIe beUeved that he himself partook of divine knowledge. that his compre.
hension of the role of the deity in the world (1.e. of the

..

!

,
•
26neracu.tus 'rag. 93, The Pre.eoer.tic Philosopheg.
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transcended the opinions held by the m..s of the people.
was rooted In the dept:h of the soul.

Anyone might manifest 1ts effect In

hls speech. provided his words were based on the
how many had done t:b1s'l

divine element

The

"';a(Js

to aU.

COIIIIDOn

But

Very fev. for most men were too concerned with

experience. and had not done .. HeracU tus had:

I have searChed myself. 29
Snell QOnIIIents:
The 1dea of divine k:noW1edp baa ceased to be that of the Muses
who an pnsent everywhere and have seen everything1 nor ts It
that of t:be god of Xenopbanea who i. aU experienoe. Siallarly
the folly of MIl wblch Heraclitus rldlcul.. dltfen tl'01l the
ign.oranoe crltlolsed by hia pndeoesson. Men an not awake, he
.ays. they fta.ble t;hoM who are III a d..p al..p (tr. I; 731 89).
or they may be Ukened to the drUnken. (tr. 117>& they an Uke children
(fn. 70, 79, 121) or Uke the beuts, a charge that ncura time
after time (tn. 4, 9, 13, 29; 37, 83, 97).30
In au.ary, then, Henc1ltu8 thought of ordinary un as actually
existing between tile gods and the beasts. that the unlvenal principle,

Ar3DOs. really appeared III

the

As

a\

Intellectual principle the

the world In different degreea of perfection.

>'/r os could be seen In Ita higllest and

perfect foft In the del ty and In Ita lnfenor fGl"Jll In the tntelUgen.ce of man.
As a vital princ1plelt comprised both man and "ast. Thenfore, there was
only one knowledge, only one unity, Which. as It proceeded down fl"Olll Ita

highest degree of perfection, vas divided and separated more and more.
Although not really a philosopher by profession. Aloueon of etoton.
In his studles on men and anlmals, discussed the various kinds of knowledge.
Ib
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~9Hercalltus 'rag./l01, ge£!glltus.
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He was a physician who flourished in the fifth century B.C.
treatise On Nature with these

He began hi.

words~

Concerning things unseen and things mortal the !OdS see
clearly, but so far as men may conjecture • • • 1
In commenting on this fragment, Bruno Snell points out the basic doctrine
of Alomaeon with regard to divine and human knowledge.

He says:

Here the ancient distinction between two types of knowledge,
the human and the divine, has become associated with the contrast between things visible and invisible, the assumption
seems to be that men have some intelUgence of the visible
world, while the 'non-apparent' •• that is the 11 teral meaning
of Alcmaeon's term••may be ascertained only by the gods. As
In Homer and in Xenophanes, to know is basically to see; it is
concerned with what is distinct and clear, the saphes which we
have already encountered in Xenophanes. Alcmaeon di ffers from
Homer and Xenophanes in that at the opposl te pole he places,
not that whi ch is known only from hearsay, or what belongs to
the realm of assumption and semblance, but. the non-evident, or
better still the not.yet-evident, for he points to a path by
which man may at least come closer to the invisible. This is
Conjecture, the drawing of conclusions from clear indications. 32
This distinction between the visible and the Invislble was first discussed
in Heraclitus, but there the visible signs were means of getting to the
invisible only through intuition.
came into play much more.

But with Alcmaeon, man's own intelligence

He said that it wa.

man'.

own .truggle, his

objective quest and purposeful striving which resulted in understanding.
Man proceeded from sense experience and approached the invisible by an
orderlx method of analysis, by a primitive form of induction •
•

31Alemaeon Frag. 1, The Presocratic Philosophers: A Critical HistoEX
With a_i.bction of Texts, ed. and trans. G. S. Kirk and J. E. Raven
the'University Press,
p._.. 233.
(Cambridge: AtI
\.-.. 1957),
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Snell goes on to point out more scientifically how A1omaeon analysed
the various kinds of knowledge both psychologically and physiologically.
The result was that he placed man between the deity and the beasts, !limUar
to the doctrine of Heraclitus.

The one big difference was that, whereas

Heraclitus recognized only various dearee. of understanding, Alomaeon distinguished three different kinds of knowledge.

The beasts only grasped

appearances through sense Impressions; men combined sense Impressions to
make conjectures about the invisible; and the gods comprehended the invisible.
In this way, Alomaeon attempted to push beyond the limits of ordinary human
knowledge, though In a much more refined way than anything attempted by
Xenophanes.

In the period being discussed in this chapter, Alcmaeon's

doctrine was the most advanced and the most optimistic with regard to man's
capabilities for knowledge.
The last two pre-Soerati c phi losophers to be considered here were
contemporaries of sophocles.

Both Parmenides and Empedoctes flourished

around the middle of the fifth century B.C., the former about 470 B.C.
and the latter about 450 B.C.

I t is somewhat surprising, and also very

important, to note that with these two men there was a return to the earlier
doctrines on human and di vine knowledge, though both had worked them out
more carefully than their predecessors.
Two fragments of Parmenldes suffice to reveal the basie elements
of his doctrine.

The first of these considered man as knOWing nothing.

He said:
(I hold thee back), from that way also on which mortals
wander knOWing nothing; for helplessness

30
guides the \~ander{ng thought in their breasts. 33
The second fragment declared that men had only apparent knowledge,whlle
at the same time Parmenides exhorted them to learn the whole truth:
Meet it is that thou shouldst learn all things, as well the
unshaken heart of well-rounded truth, as the opinions of
mortals in which there is not true belief at all. Yet nonetheless shalt thou learn these things also-.how. passing
right throuih all things, one should Judge the things that
seem to be. ~4
And so, like Alcmaeon, Parmenldes wanted to raise man above the state of
obscure knowledge so that man could reach the truth.

But, whereas Alomaeon

stated that man's own struggle through an orderly method of analysis was
the way to reach this truth of the deity, parmenldes claimed In the earlier
section of Fragment 1 that the truth was a

e.g~

II ft of the del ty, that It

came to men through revelation. Once more, therefore. the Influence of
Homer and Heslod had been brought to bear on a later generation.

Parmenldes

also considered the major{ ty of men to be foolish, so that t t was through
men like himself that he hoped to alert the human race to the divine truth.
For this phtlosopher the mind endowed man with thought and divine knowledge,
whereas sense perception merely transml tted human appearances.

But what was

:n
the source of thl. thought and the procedure foUowlng i t'l

Snell co_nul

The dei ty introduce. Parmeni des to Rure thought: wi th it
he comprehend. the pure Being. Alcaaeon advance.--inductl vely,
we .hould .a,--from the perception of the .ense., fro. human
knowledge, to the Invi.lble, Pa1'lNtnlde. receive. a divine
Instruction to put a.lde .. Illusion aU .en.e experience
and the proce.. of beCORIlng wbl ch the .ense. apprehend. The
,odde••• how. him no path wblch lead. unlnt.rrupt.dly from
human to dlvin. lenowl.dge, but fro. the Intuitive recognl tlon
of B.lng .. such .he deduce. the truths concemlng thought
and B.ing, Being and non.B.lng, and
forth. Thus Parmenl.
de. give. u. the dl.covery of the Int.lligibl. world a. an
Ind.pendent entlty.35

.0

Empedocle. 1 contribution to thl. discussion I. quite Ilmit.d, .ince
he reaUy off.red no new id....

Ris b..lc contention wa that . . '. sens.s

w.re Insufficient to give him lcnovl.dge. 36 The rea.on for this wa. that the
s.ns•• w.re limited and ... 11, cloud.d b, a .ultltud. of impre.sions hom.
barding them.

B.cause of thts, and because

114ft

.aw so 11 ttl. in hla 11 fe.

time, Empedocl.s claimed that man never really saw the whol..
not s •• the basic UnitY' lying beblnd ev.rythtng.

Man could

It ..... that Empedocl••

agreed with XenoPhanea,37 however, that the d.itY' did .ee the UnitY', for
the cleltY' wa. all experience, and therefore could grasp the whole.
then was the .olutlon to the inadequaCY' of human 1cnovledge"

What

Empedocl ••

thought the onl, wa, to obtain the lenowledge wa. by dependence on the Muse••
Once again tht. prlmltlve Idea bad r.turned wi th the last of the pre-Socra.
tics to formally dl.cus. thl. problem of the distinction between human and
35Snell, .!I•

..i1S.,

P. 149.

36ct • bpedocl•• Frag. 2.

37Cf• Xenopbane.

Frag. 24.
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divine knowledge.
Prior to • study of Sophocles' thought on this subject, It might
be

well to conclude this survey by looking .t • poet whose b.. ic ide.s on

the rel.tion between gods .nd men .ppe.red .g.in .nd .g.in in the tr.gedies
of Sophocles.
Pind.r, who lived from 518 to 443 B.C., did not discuss divine .nd
human knowledge in the scientific and philosophical terminology used by the
pre-socr.tl ca.

His importance In this survey is founded on the fact that

he placed his theory of human knowledge In the much l.rger context of man's
relatlon to the seds.

Because of this he uncovered some basic ethical prin-

ciples not found in the philosophers of this period.
The classi c pa•• age, u.ually cl ted when speaking of the rel.tion
of the hum.n to the divine, is from the slxth Neme.n:
One is the r.ce of men, one ls the r.ce of gods,
and from one mother do we both derlve our bre.th;
yet a pOWer th.t ls wholly .undered parteth us, In
that one ts naught, whUe for the other the
br.zen he.ven endureth .. an .bode un.haken for
evermore. Albei t, we mort.ls have some Ukeness,
either In might of mind or at lea.t In our n.ture, to
the immortals, .1 though we know not by what course,
whether by day, nc> nor yet in the night w.tche.,
fate hath ord.lned that we should run. 38
In commenting on thl. p....ge, C. M. Bowr. st.te.:

33

The distinguishing quality of the gods Is, above everything,
power. They can do on an enormous scale what man can do only
fatntly and fitfully, and much that he cannot do at all; they
are assured of unfailing success and satisfaction, but he
knows that he Is all too likely to fatl. Thetr power Is manltest everywhere, and before 1t he can only be humble and hope
for Its help. He can pray that by some god-given fortune he
may for a time come near to them in the poss.&ssion of gitts
Uke thetr own. He Is not severed from them by an absolute
difference of nature: he resembles them In hts essenttal betng, Which Is indeed hampered by grave handicaps but can nonetheless at ttme realize astontshing possibilities of mind and
of body.19
What thb passage implied was that man's oanduct toward the gods should
have been regulated by the dtfference In thetr "growth."

In this passage

god and man had the same phxsis, but god was at a more advanced stage of
growth.

Gods were greater than men, and the man who dtd not accept what

they sent was foolish.

This moral was explicitly expressed In the eleventh

Nemean where Plndar said that the reason men did not accept What the gods
had ordained was that men lacked foreknowledge.

He said:

As for that which cometh from Zeus, there is no clear stgn
tn heaven that wal teth on man; but yet we embark upon bold
endeavours, yearning after many exploits; for our limbs
are fettered by importunate hope, while the tides of foreknowledge Ue far away from our sight. In our quest of
gain, tt Is right to pursue the due measure; but far too
keen are the pangs of madness that come from unattainable
longings. 40
39C. M. Bowra, The Greek Egertence (''Mentor Books"; New York:
New Amertcan Library ot World Lt terature, 1959), p. 58.
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therefore. it was because man could not see or know what was In store for
him that he strayed to and fro looking for something or trying to be someone
that could not or should not be.

In doing this man exceeded his

"du.

measure." And so. Pindar exhorted mankind:
Strive not to be a Zeus,
AU things are thine. should a ahare
of theae fair boons faU to thy lot.
Mort.l .i_ befl t mort.l men. 41
Aft.r w.rnlng men of their Ilmltatlona with reg.rd to their n.ture
.nd th.lr foreknowl.dge. and .ft.r .xhortlng them to be satlsfl.d with
"mort.l

.1_." Plnd.r dtd not 1.... the future tot.lly uncertain for .an.

H. provtded thea with. solutton In two of hla Pae!p!. The answ.r waa on.
which was taentloned before••stnce the future was uncertain tor men. they
. .st depend on the Muses for wisdom.
And, whence the strlf. of the I_ruls arose,
of this the gods .re .ble to prompt .age poets;
whil •• for mortal men, It is Impo.sible to find tt.
But. since ~ malden Mus•• know all thin,s • • •
Usten nowl 42
and
for the mlnda of men are bllnd, whoaoever,

42l bld. Pa.an 6. 50-58.
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35
wt tbout the mat ds of Helt con. seek.th the ste.p path
of them tbat walked it by th.ir wisdom. 43
Thi. dl.cus.ion of Pindar. then. conclud•• the survey of the pre.
Sophocl.an writ.rs who made significant contributions to the discussion of
the distinction between divin. and tu1l8n knowledge In particular and the
relation between gods and lien tn general.

This chapter will be concluded

by a brief look at the main ideas of the.e lien which Influenced the subse.
quent doctri n. of sophocl.s.
One of the first ide.. discussed in this chapt.r was the fact that
the gods (here in the fora of Muses) po••••• ed a muoh mor. OOIIpl.t. knowl.dge
of the world than men did.

Romer .tat.d this becaus. he said that un v ..

the reclplent of hearsay. whereas the Mu.es were eyewttnes.e. to .verything.
Empedocl.s held basically the same doctrtne founded on the lillited .ens.
organs of men.

Pindar raised the problem to a higher level. when he said

that all 11 fe was uncertain for men. who ms t ther.fore depend on the "".es
for wisdom.

Certainly Sophocles' basic doctrine on the difference between

tuman and divine knowledge echoed much these same thoughts.
Once the poets had estabUshed this dichotomy between the human
and divine knowl.dg., how then was man to attain true insight?
for most was revelation from the "".e..

The answ.r

Homer end Parmenide. came right

out and .atd thi •• while Impedocle. end Ptndar .eeuted to hlply it when they
stated tbat men were dependent on the Muse. for knowledge.
431bid.
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certatnly said later on that men recelved their basic true knowledge from
the gods through revelation, he added the mediator as a means to accomplish
this.

In some sense, Iteslod might have Influenced him here, for Itestod

estabUshed himself as the mediator between the Muses and _n.
The certain moral lesson that, stnce men were dependent on the goda,
they must not, therefore, overstep their Ualtations, saw tts flnt expression
In the poets solon and Theognls, and was later mentioned by Pindar who said
that god was the .asure of all things and not

1Nln.

Sophocles concretized

thls same doctrine In the person of a man who thought that he was the measure
of all things, i.e. Oedipus.
The final point to be mentioned is the actual es.en08 of divine
knowledge, i.e. Just vhat made divine knowledge more perfect than human
knowledge.

The basi c doctrine vu developed by Xenoplume. who .al d that the

rea.on the gods' lenowledge vas perfect vas because they experlencad every.
thing, whereas men vera llml ted In this respect.

The doctrine vu developed

much more fully by Heracll tua vhen he pointed out that the goda' knowledge
vas perfect because I t could grasp the $1 tx behind anything, whereas men
eould understand only parts of the truth at a single lIlOIDent.
fundamental than thi. fact of the gods grasping unltle. wu

Even IItOre
~

they did.

Heraclltua provided the arurver to tht., when he stated that the goda vere
the unittes of everything.

AICIIAeon agreed when he sheMed that men com-

bined only sense Impres.lons to make conjectures about the tRYI.lble.

they

could only partially piece together the unltle. vhlch the gods knew and
whl ch they vere.

thls v111 be shoWn to have appeared In Sophocl.. when he

depicted Oedipus trying to vork his vay vi th pieces of Information, piece.

37
which only confused him all the more as he made his futile attempt to fight
his way out of the darkness of illusion lnto the light of nail ty.

CHAPtER II I

FIFTH.ce;N'ruRY POLITICAL AND CUL'l'IJRAL
INFLUENCES ON SOPHOCLES

In the previous chapter there came under dlscusston both the doctrine of human and divine knowledge as it was developed by the early poets
and philosophers and what elements of these various positions were influen.
tlal in Sophocles' thinking.

These early doctrines, however, were not the

only sources for Sophocles' ideas on human and divine knowledge, on man and
god In general.

The tragedians, and not the least of these sophocles, were

all deeply immersed in their times.

The stage was a rostrum from which they

could speak out for or against current Ideas and practices. Ancient comedy,
as exemplified In Arlstophanes, was explicitly dOing this, but It must not
be thought that tragedy was not also taking part.

Much of ancient drama

could be misinterpreted if studied in Isolation and considered solely as a
dramatic piece and not also as a vebicle for ideaa.

The Greek theater

11ke any other great theater, made abundant use of ideas, and
the Athenians regarded tbe theater, not as entertainment, but
as the supreme instrument of cultural Instruction, a democra.
tic paldeia complete In itself. l
Therefore, fifth-century tragedy should be viewed as a critiCism,
both positive and negative, of its times.

The analysis of the Oedipus

twilliam Arrowsmith, "A Greek Theater of Ideas," Arton, It (Autumn,
1963), 32.33.
38
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Tyrannus in the next chapter w111 center around Sophocles' answer to the
spirit of the times, a spirit which was questioning the traditional beliefs
and culture.

For a better understanding of Sophocles' criticism, it is

necessary to oo1lll1ent on the mUlou of Sophocles.-Athens of the fifth century.
During the half century IllIIedlately succeeding the Persian Wars
the moat characteristic note of Athens was rapid growth.

The clty was ex-

tending Its poUtlcal jurisdiction and quickly beCOlDlng an empire.
developing into the world's center of art and letters.

It was

Its economic Ufe

was growing dai ly more complex, while the courts and ..s.bly were al" frequented.

Coupled vlth all of this vas the transformation of the forms of

goverrtMnt.

tradl ti onal Insti tutl ona vi thered, vhlle nev ideas of equall ty

bloomed, and democracy vas on the rise.

In other spheres, too, the valldity

of tradi tlonal conventions and laws vas called into question.

The Athenian

was growing sophisticated, and It vas part of hi. sophistication to look
with a skeptical eye upon rules and customs observed by the common people.
Needless to say, tbe rellgion did not escape this skeptical attitude of the
nev Athenian generation.
But perhaps the molt important relult of this abnormally rapid
change wa. the transformation of the Intellectual outlook of the Athenian.
Prevloualy Interested primarily In the cosmos and In the direction and preservation of the .tate, he now turned hi. Inqulrie. Inward on himself.

Ke

became ego-centric, Interested In .elf-development, Inqul.ltlve about the
nature and vaUdtty of hi. own facultle., curioua of ethical matters.

More-

over, he began to apply to hi. own conduct the principles underlying the

40

polley of aggrandlzemeIlt pursued by the .tat..

It wa. In Athens that this

new .plri t of anthropocentrls. reaohed I ts peak. for In reading the .pe.ches
of P.rlcl.s It can b. s ••n that
the Id.a that man was capabl. of full understanding and .ven.
tual domination of his environment found Its appropriate home
In the city which could .e. no UlIlts to Its own unprecedented
.xpanslon. The splendor and power of the "US SJreos en.
courag.d a bold conception of !Dthro.s
.an the ....
ter of the unlv.rs •• a s.lf.taught and s.lf••ad. rul• • • • 2

nrswe"

'or an .xcell.nt d•• crlptlon of this optliltltlc spirit

.0

prevalent

In Athena It Would b. w.U to tum to on. of the . .st famous choral .ongs
In aU of Gre.k trag.dy. the

pow.r

7To)'}'l 'r~

6e-evJ..

ode in the ~tlgOJJl:

cro....

Wond.rs are many. and none I. more wond.rful than 11&11.;
the
that
the whl t. s.a. dri Yell by the
.tormy .outh-wlnd. making a path und.r surg.. that threaten
to engulf hi..; and Earth. the eldest of the gods, the
IDIIOrtal. the unw.ari.d, dOth he w.ar. tumlng the soil
wi tb the offspring of horses. as the ploughs go ta 6lld
fro from y.ar to y.ar. And the Ught.hearted race of
bl rd.. Md the tri be. of .avage bea. ts. and the sea.brood
of the d••p. he snare. In the ... hes of his woven toll.
he l.ad. captive. man .xGaU.nt In wit. And he .... t.rs
by htl arts the b.ast whose lair Is tn the wilds. who
roams the hiU., he t . .s the horse of .haggy ..... he
puts the yoke upon Its neate. he tame. the tireless moun.
tatn bull. And speech, and wlnd.swlft thought, and all
the mood. that mould a state, hath he taught hl.elf;
and how to n •• the arrows of the rushing rain, y.a, he
hath re.ource for all, without resourGa he . .eta nothing
that ... t COIII8I only a,alnst Death .hall he call for aid
In vain; but from baffling . .ladle. he hath devi ••d escap... Cunning beyond fancy's dreaM Is the f.rtlle
.klll whi oh brings him. now to evl1. now to ,OOd. 3

--

•
2aernard M. W. Knox. O.d1eus at Thebe. (New Haven: Yale Unl van I ty
Pres., 1957). p. 107.
3sophool.s 'the Antlpn. 332.67 ••d. and tran•• Sir Itl ohard Jebb.
d 'E81!!9t! (CAlIbridg.: At the University
Vol. Ill, loehosl.s; the PlaD

e
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These lines depicted the progress that man had made from his primitive
Ignorance to the clv1llzed power that typified the Athens of sophocles' day.
Thts proud view of man's development was a tlfth-century Invention wblch
was also asaoclated with Aeschylus 4 and protagoras.' These two versions
of man's history, however, differed from the sophoclean account In that
the first two strongly emphasized the role played by the divine beings
responsible for man's advance..

But, In the sophoclean version there was

no mention of the gods except that Earth, "the eldest of the gods," vas
being wom away by man's ploughs.

Here, thare arose a totally secular

1.1" If. fi<i. A,,5-y
.,.. ~ 1-1/"'.'\ l.:J."""

4Cf• Aeschylus Prometheus Bound 436.506.
'Cf. Plato Protaaoras 320D.
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view of man's development, whereby

01...

alone had achieved all that he had

done.
Of course. It must beDillted that this part of the ode did not express
what sophocles really thought. for in the concluding section of the stasimon
doubts were raised which undermined the proud confidence of the o?8ning,
and the subsequent section of the play completely destroyed the possibility
of a view of a human state devoid of the divine.

Sophocles must have used

this first section of the ode to represent a point of view current, and in
Intellectual circles dominant, in his time--a point of view he did not at
all agree with as was shown by the resolution of the Antigone, and, as shall
be seen later on, by the theme of the Oedipus Tyr!DAus.
With respect to the two other accounts of man's history mentioned
above. it is qui te clear how the Aeschylean version would agree wi th his
tradi tional ways of thlnldng and his acknowledgement of the divine rule
of things.

Plato's account of the Protagorean version, however. was most

likely not true to the original sophist's thought.

For Protagoras was the

man who. above all the other sophists. defined the new anthropomorphic viewpOint in the famous phrase "Man is the measure of aU things." Whereas the
pre-Socratic phUosophers were interested in the cosmos and in man's relation
to the divine. Protagoras was interested In man, In his ethics and his
knowledge.

The meaning of his famous maxim was simply this: there were no

modes or levels of being.

A thing ei ther was or was not.

was each m... ·s sensation.

If a man felt cold, it was cold for him, though

it might not be cold for another.

The test of this

Rence I t was possible for anyone to think

what was false, for even to think nothing was a real thought if one actually
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had I t.

Therefore, each man, as an Individual man, was the measure of

being, of things that were that they w.re, and of thlngs that were not that
they w.re not.

A man's sense told him that all vas in flux, for no s.nsation

vas ever repeated.

The universe vas, therefore, a great mase of interacting

processes In constant transformation.
ultimate source.
simply were.

It was futUe to speculate about any

The events of nature had happened of themselves.

They

That was all man could know.

Because of his notion of all thlngs in flux, Protagoras was skepti.
cal about the existenee of the gods and crlticis.d all religious traditions
a. primitive .uperstltlon.

a.

mad. no Mention of divinity or of any divine

Influence In human .ffalrs, for all events f.ll Into two cl ••••••• tho••
due to change or nature vhlch happen.d of thems.lve., and tho•• due to
huIIan contrivance.

But, it was this v.ry lack of foundation In the dlvin.

that char.ct.rt •• d the emptine•• or .hallownes. of the Protagonan and, In
gen.ral, the .ophistlc theory of .duc.tlon.

By taking a clos.r look at the

•••entl.ls of their .ducatlon, I t can al.o be .een bow this theory grew
out of the apl rt t of Perl clean Athens.
As Athens changed from the old static clty.st.te to the dynamic
Imperial stat. of Perlcles, .11 Its energies vere bl'ought Into violent
action and competition, both extemally and Intem.lly.

The r.tlon.l.

lsatlon of polltlcal educatton was only a .pecl.l ca•• of the ratton.llsa.
tlon of all Ufe within Athens, for now,
Ilf. vas achievement, success.

110ft

than ever b.fore, the end of

Thts change vas bound to aff.ct the stan.

dard. by vhl ch charact.r va. judg.d.

Ethl cal quail tie. now f.ll into the

background, and the emphasis vas put on Intellectual quell ties.

During> the
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age or the .ophista the lntellectual side of man came to the fore and thereby
created the educatlonal task which the sophl.ta attempted to fulfill.
E••entially. they endeavoured to transmlt the old educational tradition.
which had been principally Incorporated in poetry. Into the language and
Ideology of thelr own rationalistic age. and. by establishing the theory
and purpose. of culture, they extended the Influence or Ionian sctence to
etM 08 and poll tl 08.

In doing this they formulated a lumanls.. based on

moral and metaphysical relativism. and on reUglous scepticism and Indifference.

Wemer Jaeger points out that the sophists were the fint to make

the IIOdem distinction between culture and NUgion in anctent Greek eduestlon.

In an excellent passage. which Is worth quoting at length. Proressor

Jaeger points out that thi. dl.tlnctlon was co.tly, for Greek education
was deeply rooted in reUgloua faith. The rift between the
two first opened In the age of the sophists. which wss al.o
the period In which the Ideal of culture was first consctously formulated. Protagorae' assertion that the traditional value.
of Ufe were all relative, and his re.isned acceptance of the
InsolublUty of all the enigmas of reUgion. were without
doubt Intimately connected with hl. high Ideal of culture.
Probably the conscious Ideal of tluaanlslll could not have been
produced by the gnat Greek educational tradl tion except at a
IIODlent when the old standards whl ch had once meant so much to
education began to be questioned. In fact. It clearly lmpUes
a reversion to the narrow basis of l'Ilman Ufe 2,!r .e. Education alwa,.. need. a .tandard; and at that period, when the
tradl tlonal standsrd. were dl ••olvlng and passing away. It
chose as I ta standard the ..f!m. of lIIan: it became formal. • • •
But 1 t is qui te as •••entlil'i feature of huDlanlsm, that, formal as I t may be at any IIOMIlt. It alwa,.. look. forvard and
backward, beyond i tself-bad.cWard to the rich rellglou. and
IIOral force. of hi.tortesl tradition, a. the true 'spirit' from
wblch the intellectual concept of ratlonaUsm, empty to the
point of abstraction. lUSt dertve Ita concrete and Uvlng content; and forvard to the reUgloua and phllosophical problem
of a concept of Ufe which surround. and protecta lumanlty
like a tender root, but also give. It bact the ferttle .otl
In which to grow. • • • Yet from the point of view of .imple
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historical fact, it seems to have been settled long ago that
the ideal of human culture as put forward by the sophists had
wi thin I t the germs of a great future, but was not Itself a
complete and mature product. • • • But because of the loftiness of its claims, it needed a deeper foundation, in philosophy and rellgion. 6
Because of this lack of foundation in a ruling principle for the
world and for life, the later sophists came to a conclusion that was an
inevitable result of their basic poSitions.

They saw the world not as a

coherent order but as an accldental array of conf1lcting forces.
world, the law of nature was the rule of might.

In such a

It was this implication

of their basic position which became increasingly prominent among the later
sophists at the end of the great Peloponnesian War.
This lack of a religious foundation in education combined with current
rationalistic theories of ethics and politics and with the scientific teachings of the physicists to create an atmosphere in Athens in which man and
his intelligence were seen as the highest values In the universe, for now
man becomes the measure of all things • • • in part by dismissing
or reduclng in signitlcance the non-human, semi-animate and
animistic powers of the Archaic world. He begins to describe
and confront the world in terms of processes that bear ftrmly
the stamp of human ratiocinative power. Thus Thucydides
rejects the unmythlcal in favor of rational inference and
generic laws based upon human nature (see Thuc. 1.22). Man's
part is seen in terms of man himself, "the human element" (S,2,
anthroplnon); and hence I t will be useful for men to come to
know their past, for they can hope also to understand their
present. There is no place here for the intervention of the
gods, for divine "envy" or wrath; man is a free and autonomous agent, able to consider his past and his future, for both
6werner Jaeger, paideia: The Ideals of Greek CUlture, vol. t:
Archaic Greece and the Mind of Athens (2nd ed.; New York: Oxford University
Press, 1939-45), PP. 301-oi.
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are bound together by this human elemant. 7
With the gods excluded from discussion, and man the measure of all things,
man's attempt to understand his envlronraent and nature, If successful,
would have made him equated to the gods.

For man, with the attainment

of complete understanding, would have been more than the equal of the gods,
for, if the scientific explanation of the universe made the concept of divine
power unnecessary or d8JlOftStrably falae,
the creator of the gods.

III8l\

would have been revealed as

This belief eventually led to the extreme theory

of Critlas, the guiding spirit of the Thirty Tyrants, which said that the
gods Were an Invention "by a man of wisdom and Inteillgencewhose object waa
to stabUlae society by Imposing on erring muaan beings an lnescapable
superior and a supreme fear of superhulllan vision and retrlbutlon."8

But

even before erltlas wrote these words which expressed the extreme doctrine
of the Intellectual revolution, the oonfldence of Ita early period In the
Idea of man In a universe he could fully understand and perhaps eventually
destroy had vanlahed.

Th..e hopes began to collapse at the beginning of

the Peloponneslan War--the ecllpse of Athenian power.

It was during

this period that critlctsm of oracles was particularly common.

False oracles

were produced In large quanti ties. and the oracle-monger bec.QIe a figure for
the comlc stage.

Human

foresight and calculation were meant to replace th_,

but the war and aU that went wi th I t could be aeen as a mocker7 of . y
human efforts to foresee the turn of events.

7Cbarlea P. Segal, "Nature and the World of Man In Gre~ Literature,"
Arton, II (Sprtng, 1963), 30.
.\ .

~nox, .22,• .s!S., p. 163.

t

\
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This concludes. then. the brtef discussion of the spirit of the

n l'til-century

Athens vhl ch Sophocles knew.-a spirt t of intellectual progre.s

which Sophocles criticised In his • • t faGus play--the Oedipus Ur!!)9us.
Sophocles worked this .plrlt Into the drautlc framework of his play. a
fr __ork which showed this spirit to be wrong froll the start.

It was as

If the gods were mocking Oedipus; they watched the crt tl cal lnteUlgence
work Ita way through to the absolutely clear vision. to find out that the
prophecy Which was thought to have been false had been fultUled all the
tl....

The lIan who rejected prophecy was the llvlng demonstration of Ita

truth: the ratlonallst at his . s t IntelUgent and courageous peak. the
unconscious proof of divine knowledge.
But does this _an that In this play Sophocles was attacldng
Intellect? that he was denying the valtdl ty of I t?

lUll'S

On this point 11 chllond

Hathorn says:
That sophocles was opposed to certain intellectual tendencies
of his time. that he set hl.elf against the trend toward a
facUe and narrow ratlonaUs.: these have beCOllle cri tl cal commonplaces. • •• No one has ever consistently argued for de.
11 berately haapertng the actt vi ty of reason. I l' only because
he could not aUow his own reason to be hapered in defense of
his position; no thinker has ever thought that human reason
should not be pel'lll tted to 10 as far as it can: there have
simply been many to add that. having gone so far. It IlUSt not
rest In the unreasonable conclusion that It has sone all the
way. or that. having gone farther than It can. It . .st not
conclude that It Is any longer reasonable. Sophocles In the
Oedip9s surely attacks Intellectual pride; he does not attack
the Intellect as such. 9
9a.lchmond Y. Hathorn. "The Existential Oedipus." Classical Journal.
LIII (February. 1958). 224.
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Just how sophocles depicted the abilities and deficiencies of man's Intellect will be discussed in the next chapter. What is important to note,
however, in this chapter is that Sophocles was wri tlng
in the full flower of fifth-century humanism. Living In a
rationally consciOUS, man-centered age, they [Sophocles and
Euripides] raise the question of how man as controller atands
In relation to what he does not or cannot control, how MUch he dares
to control, and finally whether he can control himself. [For
Sophocles] the moral questions are raised now In terms of man's
relation to himself, with all the mysteries and paradoxes of
bla existence. Man is the 'measure,' but he 1IUSt .easure himself against the non-human to discover bia true humanlty.tO

CHAPTER IV
tHE OEDIPUS TYRANNUS: A DIALEctIC BEtwEEN

HUMAN AND DlVIHE ICNOWLEDOE
Prior to the con.ideration of the di.l.ctlc of sophocl •• ' ... t famou.
play. It might b. good to take a look at O.dlpus' charact.r to ••e bow he
.x..,llfi.d the fifth-century .plrlt which ha. been di.cu•••d In the previou. chapt.r.

O.dlpus. in hla charact.r and hla mod. of action. wa. a .,..

bollc r.pr•• entatlon of Pericl.an Athen••
the optlmt.tlc concept of man wa• •xpr••••d v.ry poignantly In the

1'1'0>-'>".1 'l"J. .6~,"V:c.

ode of the Ant!e••

thla od., a. mentlon.d abov., did

not portray what Sophocl•• hl...lf b.llev.d.

the concluding word. of the

.ta.lmon (369-75) ral •• doubts which und.rmln.d the proud confidence of
the opening. and the .ub.equent event. of the play coapl.t.ly .hatt.red the

po•• lbility of a •• cular view of the human condition. the lin•• prior to
thla •• ction did, how.v.r, repre••nt a pOint of view current, and In Int.ll.ctual clrcl•• probably dominant, In Sophocl •• ' time.
the.. Un.. that O.dipu.· charact.r wa. ba••d.

And. It wa. on

In coaparing the .ta.I_n

and the charact.r of O.dlpu., a.mard M. W. box .ay.:
the•• Une. of the AntigO!\! d•• crlbe the ri •• to power of anthropos
tzranno.: •• If-taught, unaid.d, he ••I.e. control of hi • •nvlronmentl
by intelligence and technlqu. he wilUl • • t.ry ov.r the .lement. and
the ani_h. the language of the O.dipua IZrannu. a ••oclat•• the
hero of the play with thl. trluIIPhant progre•• of .an. O.dipus I.
compared not only to the ctty which man baa creat.d wi th hi.
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"sttltudes that enable htm to live tn communities" but also
to man the conqueror and Inventor, wi th all the achievements
which have ratsed him to the level of civilization and made him
tJC£~nnos to the world.
Three of the most striking Images of the
play, for example, are ~rawn from tho first three lte.. of the
catalogue of human conquests in the Antlsone steslmon. 1
The three Images which Knox mentions are of Oedlrus metaphorically
presented as helmsman, ploughman, and hunter.
will now be discussed.

Each of these three Image.

Oedipus as helmsman was approprtate In as much as

he was the tyrannos who guided the ship of state.

In a number of place.,

the state was compared to a ship (Cf. 2&IL lines 4-5, 22_24), and Oedipus
as Its helmsman (Cf.

2&IL

420ff., 694-96, 922-23).

The second Image, that of the ploughman, wes always connected wi th
Oedipus' birth and begetting. Oedipus referred to hl .. elf and his relationshlp to Lalus and J . casta In terms of this metaphor both before (though
unkAowlngly here) and after his discovery of who he was (Cf. 2&IL 259.60,
1256.57 11 1485, 1497.98).
The most important Image for the purpose of this thesis Is the third
and final one, that of Oedipus as hunter, for this Image sprung most naturally from the dominant note of the play•• a search. Both Oedipus and Creon
referred to the initial search for the murderer In hunting terms (ct.
108.11, 221).

2.a.Ia.

In the ode beginning at line 474 the unsuspected truth was

Implled•• that Oedipus was both the tracker and the wild bull, both the
hunter and the hunted.

After the terrible discovery, the messenger said

that Oedipus "wandered" or "ranged about," using the same word (r::p~t
lKnox, ~. ~., p. 110.

t'"

~

)
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which in the oct. had de.cribed the lDov...nt. of the hunted bull.
Oedipus, ne.r the end of the pl."

Pin.11"

saw the truth and .sked to be .llowed

to Uve among the wild beasts In the mountains (Cf.

2.aL.

1451).

In conclusion Knox has thls to sa, .bout the significance of these
three l ••ges:
The Imagery thus links Oedipus wi th the three basi c steps In
the progress of tumanlty de.cribed In the Antlaone .t.slmon,
the conquest of the •••• the soil, .nd the anl . .ls. Oedipus
is flgur.tl vel, presented as helmsman, plough1Dan, and hunter.
All three l . .ge. add to the stature of Oedipus. who bagins to
appear as the symbolic representative not only of the tyrannic
energy and legal creativity of Athens but also of mankind a.
a whola in ita difficult progre•• towards . .stery over nature. 2
Upon conslder.tlon of another aspact of the l.nguage of this play,

It can

~

seen that Oedipus symboUZ.d the new critical and Inventive spirit

that w.s typical of fifth-century Athena.

The action of the tr.gedy, a

search for truth pursued to the bitter end without f.ar of the consequences,
mirrored the intellectual. scientific quest of the age.

Oedipus, time .nd

.g.in, us.d words typic.l of the scientific spirit and its d.dicatlon to the
truth, whatever the cost.

At the point where he n••red the f.t.l truth about

hims.lf, O.dipus w.s heard to say:
I cannot yield my right to know the truth. 3

.nd .g.ln
21b1d • 116.

-

'SOPhocles the Oedipus Tyrannus 1065, .d. and trans. J. T. Sheppard
(Cambrldg.: At the University Press, 1920), PP. 66-67. All further cit.tlons
from this pl.y will be from this text and tr.nslatlon.
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Break what break willI My wUI shall be to see
My origin however _an1 4
and tlnally
Alas! So It has come, the thing I dread to tell.
The thing I dread to hear.. Yet I must hear it.'
Much _re could be said of the vocabulary of the play com.otlng sclentlflc
searching.

Knox, in his OediR!!! at Thebes, has done such an analysis.

His

basic theory la sUlllllHtd up as follows:
The attl tude and actl vi ty of Oedl pus are Images of the crl ti cal
spirt t and the great intellectual achievements of a generation
of sophists, scientists, and phUosophers. Oedipus investtgates,
examines, questions, Infera; he uses Inteiligenee, mind, thought;
he knows, tlnds, reveala, sakes clear, deaonatrates, he leams
and teaches; and his relationship to his fellow men Is that of
llberator and savior. The Greek words to which the ltems of
this Ust correspond bulk larg. In tn. vocabulary of the play; they
are the words which SWIJ up the spirit and serv. the purpose of the
new scientific attltud. and actlvlty.6
One final aspect of the play d.serves mention here, for it wUI
s.rve as an Introduction to t .... anal18ls of the drautl c action.

As men-

tloned before, this play ceatered around a s.arch for truth, a search highlighted aU the more by the enormous amount of questions contained in the
dialogue.

An lnt.restlng study of thla aspect of the play has been don. by

John P. CarroU, S.J.7

He points out that the nwnber of questlona In this
T

6tnox, .2,2.• .s1!.,
Oedipus

p. 117.

7Cf. John P. carroll, S.J., "SOlIe aemarks on the Qu.stlona In the
Journal. XXXII (April, 1937), 406.16.

trr&nnu•• " ClasslS!1
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play far exceeded that of any other extant Greek tragedy.
bases for the three searches In the play.
the cause of the plague afflicting Thebes.

They served as the

The play began with the search for
The attention of the actors,

however, was soon directed away from this to a search tor the murderer of
the former king.

Finally, there came the investigation to determine who

were Oedipus' parents.
Oedipus was.

the result ot this search ultimately revealed who

It Is because of these interlocking searches and the illusions

contained therein that a statement such as the following lacks conviction
as a critical estimate of the play:
Neither the oracle first given him [Oedipus] at Delphi, nor
the plain speech of Tetraslas, nor the news of the Corinthian
messenger, nor the pleadings of Jocasta, are sufficient to
suggest the real truth to his mind. Such profundity of blindness Is dramatically Imposslble. 8
This type of criticism might be valid after a surface reading of the play;
but, if the reader were to begin his study of the play with a knowledge of
the play's background as previously outlined, he would soon see that the
events of the play attempted to portray one man's struggle to reach the
truth--a struggle necessarily blocked by the illusions surrounding man's
limited capabilities for understanding.

Keeping In mind, then, this basic

notion of the limitation of human understanding, there follows the analysis
of the action of the play to determine how this limitation affected the
destiny of Oedipus.
The first section of the play to be analyzed--oedipus' encounter with
the Theban citlzens--eontalned two parts: the dialogue of the prologos
8John A. Symonds, Studies of the Greek Poets (London: Smith, Elder,
and Co., 1876), P. 247.
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(1.150) and the choral ede of the parados (151.215).

The prologos set the

stage for the action of the play and provided the first glimpse of .the char.
acter of Oedipus.
dence.

The first Impression of the king was one of self.conn.

Lines 6.8 not only revealed this but also his mistrust of the

abilities of others:
Whereof I would not hear the tale, ray children.
From other Ups than yours. Look! 1 a. here,
I, whOll men call 'the All.Famous Oedlpuss"
The priest told Oedipus of their plight, of the plague that was ravaging
the area.
plague.

Here the first search was proposed-.to find the cause of the
It was In the priest's speech, too, that Oedipus' relation to the

gods was first ..ntloned.

The people did not dee. hi. a god, but rather

Of tuaan kind we Judge you first In the COJIIIIlOn accident
Of fatel In the traffic of the gods with "n, greatest
of men. 0
The lines following these two provided the ftrst reference to Oedtpus' tnteUtsenee, the fact that he had solved the Sphtnx's riddle through his own
wit with the help of the gods.

Mindful of this the suppliants begged their

king to find succour for them either through a revelation of a god or the
power of ..n.

Here, then, were the basic el-.nts of the probl.. of know-

ledge: did lIan know only with the help ot the gods or could he arrive at the
truth independently from them?

The people thought that both were necessary.

C"'Vt' r
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Oedipus did not

~It

hl ..elf one way or the other.

He would do so later

on.
At the entrance of

creon,

whom Oedipus had sent to Delphi to leam

the cause of the plague, Oedipus expressed great eagerness tor undertaking
the ini ttal search.

When the priest conjectured that Creon, seen in the

distance wearing laurels, was brtnging coatforting news, Oedipus was not
satisfied.

'or bla conjecture was not enough.

He shouted out:

He Is tn earshot. We'll not think. but know,ll
Oedtpus wanted to know the new. rtght away and he would have t t only by
hearing tt directly froaa the MOUth of hi. brother-tn-Iaw.

What Oedlpu.

heard changed the object ot hts .earch. for now the god at Delpht had revealed the cau.e of the plague--the JIlIrderers of Lalu• • tUI dwelt In the
regton of Thebe..

The .Ignlficant thing to note tn thl. sectton Is the use
J

,

of the two plural.:.:;.'Vr-o(:-Yt"'oI..s in Une 107 and

\

\

1\]1~·N..s

tn Une 122.

Creon

naturally ......d that there had been a Duaber of robbera who IIUrdered the
former king.

In Une 1240edlpu. referred to a .Ingle robber, but the

dtfference In nuaber was not laportant tor the action ot the play at thl.
ti.e.

It• • tgntficance would r ... tn tn the background untU the .Iddle ot

the play where I t would playa great part tn leading Oedtpu. to further
illu.tons and fal.e as.umptions.

Oedtpu. ended this prologo. by vowing to

pursue the murderer until he was apprehended.
On the .urface this .ection portrayed an Intelligent, quick-thinking
Oedipus appeared to be on top of the .ituatlon.

king.

I

(""X

•

Hla mental blindne••
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was not expllcltly evident.

ImpUcltly, though, the Unes contained every-

thing that would rise to the surface at the end.
trhrough the technique of dramatl c Irony.

the audience knew. th18

One author d18cusses one of the

most obvious examples, when he says:
One might instance the "ell.known words of Oedipus, when he
learns that the IlUrderer of Lalus mu.t be tractced down. 'I'll
drive thl • •vll out,' he cries, '.Ince he that slew the king
might perchance, by the Uke hand, strike at me.' the audience shudders: for It 18 forcibly reminded of the mental
blindne•• of Oedipus. Language, the full significance of
"hich is not perceived by the speaker, wa. used by Sophocles
(in a more .asterty manner than by any other dramatist) to
bring home to u. the bllndne•• of mAn. 12
the audience, then, was aware that Oedipus' statements carried more .aning
than he suspected.

they were "amed that Oedipus might not be as Intelligent

and cognisant of the real situation as he appeared to be In the opening
events of the play.

their su.plcions gradually would be justified in the

succeeding episodes.
the pandos (151.215) was not too relevant to the theM of the
play•• the search In terms of luman and divine knowledge.

the chorus had been

In the wings during the prologos and so had not heard the news from Delphi.
therefore, they COIIIleftted upon the plague itself and its effects rather than
on the cause, which had not as yet been revealed to them.

the main effect

of this ode was to .how the theban elders' complete dependence on the gods
for deliverance from the evil disease.

they exemplified the traditional

reUgion, for there wa. no talk of any man attempting to sol",e this problem.
their repeated calls for aid from the gods acted a. a bridge to the next
12S. 1(. Johnson, "SOM A.pects of Dramatic Irony In sophoclean
tragedy," c!ass,cal Re"'i~, XLII (December, 1928), 211.
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section, which contained the first glimpse of Telreslas, the seer of divine
knowledge.
The .econd major section of the play consisted of the first epetso.
dlon (216.462) and the first staslmon (463.512).

It began with the solemn

declaration of Oedipus to the cltlzens of thebes, In which he called down
cursea upon any and all who in any way sheltere4 the JlUrderer.

Again, in

thh aectlon he referred to a alngle JlUrderer, though In Une 247 he allowed
for the pos.lbility of several.

It was not until line 308, In his opening

address to Telraalaa, that Oedipus definitely settled on one possibility••
that there had been a nwaber of slayers.
The entrance of telreala. brought the first direct confrontation.
of human and divine knowledge In the persona of Oedipus and Telreataa,
reapectively.

The chorus introduced Telresi.s.

s.. S They bring
The .acred prophet hither, in whoae soul,
As In no otber mortal 'a, Uveth tl\lth.ll
Oedipus continued by addressing Teira.ias witb words expraasing great re.
apect for hi. exceptional gl ft of dlacernlng the unspeakable, the secrets
of heaven and tbe low things of eartb.

At tbla IIOIDent the extreme aelf.

contldence of Oedlpua receded behind the expression of hla and the cl ty's
dependence upon this prophet of the gods.
Telresl.s' first words were:

The IIOOd would soon change.
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Ah me 4 It b but sorrow to be vbe
When wisdom profits not. 14
Here Telreslas was speaking of his own terrible knowledge; but this proverb
also app11e rt tragically to Oedipus, whose wladom profited not.

This was

the guiding thought throughout this scene--true wisdom lay In the knowledge
of oneself, something Oedipus laCked at that time.
Oedipus that knowledge of hl.elf?
situation.

And would Tetreslas give

No, and herein lay the 1 rony of the

Even though Tel res I as realized that Oedipus must have self-

knowledge, he was certain that, if he were to reveal It to the king, Oedipus
would not accept this divine revelation as absolute.

Given the nature of

human knowledge, this revelation of divine knowledge would have only drl yen
Oedipus on to further investigations which inevitably would have led to the
tragi c truth wi th much more tragi c results.

Telrealas had seen this and

therefore refused to speak. for
Though I hide all In sUance, all must come. iS
Therefore, the 1nevi tabi II ty of divine knowledge was clesrly shown--t fit
would necessarlly come true, there was no need for man to confuse the bsue
and make the naul t more tragi c by the uncertatn wanderings of human inves tl gatl on.
It was at this point that the first really evident Illusion came to
the forefront.

Oedipus expressed It hl.elf:
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Aye. so I will--speak out my wrath, and spare
No jot of all I see. 16
These words are atgnlflcant. for Oedipus really did not know with certainty
any of the things he was about to declare.

And why?

Because he was being

overcome wi th anger and impatience and was, therefore, beginnlng to suspect
Teiresias of having had a hand In the death of Laius (346-48) and of having
been bribed by Creon, who wished to overthrow Oedipus (385.86).
sion, in a vague form, had been with him for some time.

The lllu-

But, what had been

a mere possibiUty In his first inquiries (124-25) had now taken on a deftnite shape and become an obsession.

This obsession had an immediate effect.

In Une 362 Teireslas for the second time accused Oedipus of being the
defiler of the land.

The king'. reaction was to warn Teiresias that he should

not say this kind of thing twice.

When the exact truth was revealed to him.

the whe Oedipus was too angry to grasp it.

C. M. Bowra points out that,

when Oedipus indulges his angry temper. he pays for it wi th
the loss of judgement and decency. But the intellectual aspects of the struggle are more important than the moral. For
the play what counts is that Oedipus' tendency to anger prevents him from seeing the truth. even when it is told him and
induces a state of illusion in which he lives until reality
is forced upon him.11
Oedipus' tendency to be blinded by anger explained his slowness to see
the truth and the appalUng horror which he felt when at last he learned
it.

Ii,~
(I

'\
I,

But this was not the only reason; for Oedipus was also a man of action,
16Ib1d• 345-46.
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not given to prolonged thinking.

He accepted facts as he heard them; and.

In this scene his Illusion was helped along by a small fact lurktng tn the
background•• the common belief that Laius had been killed by a number of
robbers.

Agatn, not only Oedipus, but all of the thebans had accepted this

fact and had never thought to question It In terms of the oracle which had
said Lalus would be killed by his son. One of the causes of man's illusion
was the too easy acceptance of false facts out of a desl re to arn va at
the truth more swiftly.

Here the fact of several robbers remained in the

back of Oedtpus' mind and prevented him from suspecttng himself as the true
murderer.
teiresias had now charged Oedipus with the murder.
was a personal accusation.

the king's reply

the follOWing scene was a confrontation between

the capacities of the two men for knowledge. When telreslas claimed that
there was strength In truth, Oedipus shouted out:
'Tis strong enough for all, but not for thee.
Blind eyes, blind ears, blind heart, thou hast It not. l8
Oedipus denied that the divine seer had true knowledge, for tetreslas had
been of no help when the sphinx had been threatening thebes.

What had earlter

been implicit had now become exp1lclt.eOedlpus' self.confldent pride in his
own wisdom.-for
the man who sets out on his new task by sending first for tbe
venerable seer (287ff) ls not lacking In piOUS reverence; but
all we see of him in the play shows the unrestrained pride in
his own Intellectual achievements. No seer found the solution, this Is Oedipus' boast; no bird, no god revealed It to
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him; he. 'the utterly ignorant.' had to come, and to hit the mark by
his own wit; (395ff), Pride and self-confidence induce Oedi~s
to despise prophecy, and to feel almost superior to the gods. 19
the chorus intervened at 404 in an attempt to get the two disputants to cease
their quarrelling and to once again take up the search commanded by the gods.
But it was too late; the damage had been done,

teiresias then began his final

accusation In terms of physical and mental blindness. W. C, Greene shows how
these accusations followed from those by Oedipus.

He says:

After the blunt accusation of telresias that Oedipus is the
murderer of Lalus, his anger turns into personal feeUng;
past achievement and pride of intellect In having foiled the
sphinx blind him to the loyalty and the superior knowledge
of the seer. Oedipus is wrong, and the tragedy still lies in
the ironi cal sl tuation, the contrast between the semblance
and the truth (between l>t5Jti.. and ;J..)"-,.} c9c:.,c:(). Oedipus is
saying the very opposi te of what he would say if he knew the
truth, the revelation of teiresias has been forced from him by
the anger of Oedipus; and Oedipus in tum witt not beUeve tei.
resias because he thinks the accusation comes merely from the
anger of telresias, BUnd teiresias, however, sees the truth,
while seeing Oedipus is bUnd to I t; yet he too shall soon be
blind •• and then shall see (369-75; 412.19; 454f).20
tetrestas' ftnal words were important for another reason, too; for
they introduced another fact which would take on more meaning for Oedipus
in his future encounter with the Corinthian messenger,
asked Oedipus if he knew from what stock he was.

In line 415 teiresias

Oedipus dtd not at once

grasp the significance of this question but went on to accuse teire.ia. of
being a fool.

Teiresias replied:

19p;hrenberg, .22"

.s!l.,

P. 68.

20Wiliiam C. Greene. Moira: Fate, Go~d. and Evil in Greek Thought
(cambridge. Mass,: Harvard Univ. Press, 1944),
156.

p.
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Such as thou say'.t I am; for thee a fool,
But for thy parents that begat thee, vtae. 21
Oedlpu. va. taken aback at tba mention ot hi. parents but strangely did not
pursue the point; for he thought, however talsely, that he va. from Corinthian
royalty by birth.

this tact, along with that of the band of robbers, v .. the

.econd Implanted .eed which vould blo•• om forth later on Into nev lllu.lon••
DUler point. out that the.e two fact. wera tied in wi th the two questions
whose an.wers vould eventually be the .a.1 Oedipus.

Re .aya •

• • • ala Teira.l .....ln Wort von ocUpus' 11t.m fallen lu.t,
wi rd d.r ang.bU ch Uberlegene .oglel ch sum unal cher :wrs,gend.n. Aus dam aeaprich mit T.lreala• • rhellt. da.a Odlpu. vor
d.r doppalt.n Aufgab• • t.ht. nach dam MOrd.r d•• !,alo. und
naoh s.ln.r .lgen.n R.rkunft su suohen: du• •uch auf balde
'ragen .lne alnslga Antwort tlnd.n Wlrd, .agt Talrasl .. schon
dautUch g.nug, abar Octlpus kann •• nooh nlcht .rf....n. da
ar noch nloht BU dem Ort g.langt 1st. von dam aus .r balde
'ragan In .lnen BUck bakOllllen kann. und t.lraslas •• lbst ver.
t.gt dl. Erk.mtnl. der Wahrhelt ausdriickUoh In dl. Zukunft
(452).22
this limitation of human knowledge, of not baing able to gra.p the unity be.
hind diverse faots and qu.stion., would play I ts role again.
Telraslas 1.ft the stage knowing that Oedipus was polluted, accursed,
and doomed.

Oedipus, on the other hand, Uved In his Illu.ory world and

failed to gr.. p the Significance of the prophet's words.
Uar Irony of human Uluslon.

Man thought be knew the truth but he waa so

tar from 1 t that he could not see It when 1 t came.
scene vhere

this was the pecu-

Thls was evident In the
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Sophocles shoWs the two sides of the conflict. The old seer
can do nothing to remedy a hopeless situation. He tells the
truth, but makes no effect. The man, anxious to do his best,
quite falls to understand what is said, and no solutton ts
reached. The gods pursue thetr plans undeterred, and Oedipus
finds his desttny.23
the first stastl80n (463.512) began with the question "who could be
the JlUrderer't" rather than "was I t Oedipus?"

The raason the chorus retumed

to the orlglnal probl. . estabUshed by Apollo was not that they were un.
moved by the last speeches of Telreslas, but that they had not understood
them.

They were indeed vaguely horrified by the dreadful words they had

just heard, but their lnablUty to understand naturally made thea more ready
to assume that the prophet had been mtstaten In what they had supposed to
be the main, the only intelUgible potnt•• the accusation of murder.

expressed thts in their

~nts

They

on teirastas' charges, where they exclaimed:

I cannot deny. I cannot approve. I know not what to say.
I brood and waver. t know not the truth of the day
or the
24

_now.

This stat. .nt was I80ra prophetic of the U.ttatlons of hwun knowledge than
the chorus reaU.ed at that ttme.

Thetr fanure at this point was due to

their doubting that Teirastas was a true representative of the gods.
chorus realised that
nay, Zeus and Apollo indeed are keen of thought, and know
the things of the earth; but that mortal seer wins lenow.
ledge above mine, of this there can be no sura test; though

-
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a man may be viaer. I know. than hia fellow. 25
they acknowledged the infallibility of divine knowledge but they placed
teireslas betveen that knowledge and human knovledge.

this misconception

CAused the Hlualon surrounding the COIII8nts of the chorus.
the second epeisodlon (513.86)

contained tvo major encounters--

those between Oedipus and Creon (513-697) and between Oedipus and Jocasta
(698-863).

the entrance of Creon at 513 brought a definite lull in the

progress of the play'. action.

the ehlef.ffect of thls encounter between

Oedipus and Creon vas to contrast a

1UIl

confident In hie illusory knowledge

vlth one aware of the Insufficlenclea of hi. Imperfect knowledge.
somewhat

unsUl'8

of thetaelves after vi tneaalng the previous acene,

the chorus. having understood that Oedipus' chargea against Creon had

00II8

under stre•• of anger, .ere not able to tell Creon the meaning of the
charge•• for
what my masters do. I see not. 26

I know not.

they adlll tted their lack of understanding but they unwlaely turned to
Oedipus, vho va. atUI full of anger. for an explanation.
moderation of the klng's brother-In-law then caae forward.

the prudence and
He knew that

Oedlpua suapected him of an attempt to aelse the throne but he did not know
on vhat ground. he vas .uspected.

26lbld• 530.
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In his patient effort to free Oedipus
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from this false illusion, Creon first introduced a frame of mind which would
make Oedipus consent to Usten.

IUs first attempts appeared in the section

543.554:
thls right I bid thee do. As thou has spoken,
So hear me. then, when thou hast knowledge, judge. 27
and
Nay, If you think unreasoned stubbornne~s
A thing to value, 'tis an evil thought. 8
In this section Oedipus' delusion was contrasted with the good sense of Creon

,

whom Oedipus charged with a lack of qJfo"V'YJC-t s.
the main motif of tbe telraslas scene.

this was a repetition of

In the follOWing section (555.73)

the refusal of Creon to speak without knowledge was contrasted with the rash
assumptions of Oedipus, the wise man who prided himself on leaving no clue
unconsidered.
wise man.

Here Creon superbly manifested the Socratic Ideal of the truly

In answer to Oedipus' query about the failure of teirasias to

teU hls story at the time of the actual murder, Creon repHed:
Where I . . not Wise, I apeak not. 29

I know not.

And, two lines later, he said:

• • • If

569.
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t know I'll not deny.30

30
Ibid. 571.
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Creon's long speech (583.615) followed.
I

CPf oV''Yjtr<

S •

It was a dramatic appeal for

not merely an ingenious defense.

What was ewn more important

was that Creon demanded. as proof of his position. that Oedipus consult the
oracle.

Creon knew hls knowledge was limited and that what Uttle knowledge

he did possess was ultimately grounded on the divine knowledge proclaimed at
Delphi.
Before Oedipus again took up his dialogue with Creon, the chorus
broke in to express what the audience had felt tlu:oughout Creon's speech:
• • • Hot thoughts are dangerous! 31
Oedipus Ignored thls appeal to put off rash judgment and determined that
Creon must die.

Jocasta then appeared on the soane and attempted, along

with the chorus. to stop this argwaent so that the important matter at hand.
the search, could be taken up once again.

She would be successful in this

in the next confrontation, the one that would bring Oedipus to the brink of
the awful truth.
The next section (698.910) contained the encounter between Oedipus
and Jocasta (698.862) and the choral ode in the second stasimon (863.910).
By intervening at this point of the play, Jocssta was able to callll
Oedipus and to reUeve hilll of his unwarranted suapictons. which had con.
tinued to cloud the _In issue of the play for the previous 400 Unes or
so.

But, in ridding Oedipus of thia Ulualon, Jocaata waa the cause of an

even greater and 1II0re terrible one.
the follOWing way.

•••

311b1d• 617.
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This 11luaion was brought to light in
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In order to show Oedipus that he could not be the murderer of the
king, Jocasta told him the oracle which had said that Laius was to have been
killed by his son.

She revealed her basic uncertainty about oracles, when

she said:
An oracle once came to Laius ••t'li not say
It came from Phoebus, but from his mlnisters •• l2
The fact that the divine revelation came through mortal ministers upset
Jocasta.

After relating the oracle, Jocasta said that

NOW, the king, strangers, robbers murdered him,
33
So runs a report, at a place where three roads meet.
Therefore, the oracle about Lalus had been shown to be not correct, for he
had not been killed by his son.

At this pOint she told Oedipus not to be.

Iteve the seers, for the god himself would bring to light whatever he thought
was necessary.

ltow true thls was, and how much more easy it Would have been

-

to endure if only Jocasta and Oedipus had reaUzed how truth was revealed.
The mention of the three roads, however, conjured up doubts in
Oedipus about his innocence (726.21).

For, after hearing a description

of Lalus and hls retinue, Oedipus told Jocasta of an oracle which he had
received, and how, while fleeing h18 parents in COrinth. he had happened to
kill a man at a place where three roads met.

Yet, Oedipus still passed over

a very important fact; for, from the time that Jocasta first mentioned the

-
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three roada in 716 until Oedipus anawered In 726, Jocasta had been talking
about Lalus' son whom the oracle had foretold would kill his father.

a..

cause of the prophecy, the chl1d's ankles had been pierced, and he hed been
cast out to die on barren hill..

this mention of pierced ankles might well

have reminded Oedlpu. of his own pierced ankles whl ch, as he would say
later on (1033), were en old .ource of shame to him.

Yet he failed to take

note of this or to suspect tbat he might not only be the murderer of Laius
but also his son.

Perhaps, he might have drawn a full conclusion from

Jocasta's wordS, but he sel.ed on one point only--the mention of the erossroada.

this was charactedsti c of Oedipus.

sophocles showed that Oedipus

could not grasp the truth all at once, if he were to lnabt on discovering
it with his own limited power of understanding.

With thb new clue of the

erossroada, then, Oedipus abandoned his suspic10ns about the corruption
of teireslas and creon.

He, along with Jocaata. began to suspect that he

might truly be the murderer of Lalus; but, there was still no thought of
parrl clde and Incest.

From 764 onwards I t is evident that Jocasta feared

the coming of the lone survl vor of the DIlrder for she thought he would ..sert
the gullt of Oedlpus.

After 813 she not only feaod but!!!!! thb fact.

But, there was only the suspic10n that Oedipus was the regicide, not the
pamclde.

Oedipus thought this way, too, In 744-45.

In 825 Oedipus stU 1

believed that, even if he had killed Lalus and . s t leave thebes, there still
was a chance of avoiding the ,reater pollution of parricide atld Incest.
these two crimes would come to the surface and be unl ted In oru$' man in the
remaining encounters.
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Once Oedipus had dlapelled the earUer Ulusion of corruPtion, he
sought to erase the suspiclon of murder by clinging to a single fact which
now Introduced an even greater 111uslon.

It bad bean aald that Lalus bad

been killed by s.Ural robbers rather than by Just on..

When tbls Infor-

mation first came to l1ght back In 107 and 122, Oedipus had not spoken of
it as too relevant, though he had accepted I t as

tru..

But now,. wi th the

added clue of the three roads, Oedipus latched on to the report of the sole
survivor and began to fight against the Irreslatlble truth which was being
forced upon him by the gods, who alone aaw I t In all Ita clart ty.

With

regard to the sole survivor of the IllUrder, Oedipus said to Jocasta:
You said this ... hia tale, that robbers alew the lUng,
Robbers. 1 f he confirm I t, I r he apeak
Of numbers st111. I t was not t. not I,
that slew. One man la not a COIIlPany.
But It he n. .a one lonely wayrarer,
34
Then sways the deed to me. and aU Is true.

In support of thia Oedlpua had recently heard Jocastats use of the plural
"robbers" In 716, and she again ..serted In 850 that thla had been so and
that the Whole cl t:y had known I t at the time.

Against the rest of the evt.

dence perhaps this carried 11 ttle real w.lght, but Oedipus had put great
trust In It.

For the IIOlII8nt he .....d to thlnk that the surviving witness

would prove hlm Innocent.

He delUftded to

S88

Mm.

this Illusion eventually
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would lead to his downfall.
Earlier, In discussing the encounter between Oedipus and Telreslas,
Diller pointed out the two questions faolng Oedlpus.-that of the murderer
and of his orlgln--and that the answers would eventually be the same.

Con.

oernlng this pOint In this encounter, Diller states:
Noch dlchter stehen awel Pragen vor der Lisung durch elner
Antwort In der S.ene awlsohen lokaste und Odlpus. • •• Nun
lster gana dlcht daran, slch fUr den Morder des Lalos au halten, aber der Gedanke, das Orakel des Lalos und seln elgenes
unter elner Losung aus_naufassen und d_It die ganae Wahrhelt auf elamal In der Hand .u hal ten , koamt Ibm nloht. Neln,
wenn er als Morder des Lalos aus Theben verbannt wlrd, 1st er
gans hel_tlosl dam Moh 1(0rlnth dart er nlobt auriiokkehren,
weU slch sonat das Orakel an it.. ertUUen wurde. Sucht Odlpus so das tatsaohlloh Geschehene als sohll... Migllchkeit an
gana anderer SteUe, so fasst lokaste, noch paradoxer, die
Wlrkllohkelt des Geschehenen als Garantle gegen die MOsllchkel t des gott.!rhelssenen Geschehens auf: auch wenn durch die
Aussage des Letaen Zaugen des Lalos.Mordes eln Verdacht auf
Odlpus fallen sollte, so bitte Jedenfalls das Lalos-orakel
nlcht recht behalten: denn auob dann ware Lalos nloht von seln_ Sohn, sondern von eln_ Premden ,etitet worden. 35
Jocasta concluded that the oraoles and Telreslas had lied.

Rere Isolated

thlnldng had reaohed 1 t. highpoint. Joca.ta and Oedipus
speak every time froll their whole beings; each keepS: the secret dart because he does not know the secret. Each knows only
what he knows. thus the ar8U1l8nt MC01I8S .ore a revelation
of character than a dl.cusslon of an Idea. Both charaoters
alII at a perteot honesty. Yet each .1. so laolated wi thin the
UIII ts of his own knowledge that only SO much of the central
secret of the story eaerges as serves to pique Oedipus further
and build the ever-Increasing suspense. 36
In this fourth encounter, then, the eMPhasis switched frOll the
35ntller, !I• .s1,S•• PP. 20_21.
36w hi taan,.!I. 01 t., PP. 136-137.
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Illusion of suspicion of Telresl.s and Creon to on. of b.llef In the f.ct
which might serve a. the only hope for Oedipus' Innocence.

This hop• •lso

led Oedipus, .nd especially Jocast., to doubt the oracles they had received
In the p.st.

Led on by their false conclu.lons, they

congruities In the or.cles.

.aw nothing but In-

Bowra expl.lned that

Oedipus is doubtful about or.cl •• b.cause hi. Ilf. ha. been .0
shaped that he does not know of his parrlolde and Incest, Jocasta bec.use the child who should have peri.hed on CI thaeron
has lived to kill his fath.r. This unnatur.l situation has
l.sted because of the Ignorance whl ch surround. those who .re
moat concerned with It. Thta drives Oedipus and Jocast. to a
.ceptlcl •• which 1• • llen to their real natures and would not
be entert.ln.d by them If they did not Ilv. In a f.lse world.
Just .s they do not know who and what they are, .0 they do not
understand the truth of or.cles. Their doubt. are another
sign of their .eVerance from the gods and from the right way
of Ufe. 37
Therefor., the situation Just witnessed was re.lly fr.ught with
dan••r, .nd the chorus In the s.cond stasl_n (863.910) und.rstood sOlll8thlng
of what It _ant.

In thl. ode the chorus wamed O.dlpu. and Jocuta that

they w.re on the brink of IllAklng re1lglon _anlngl....

The chorus want.d

to r ••••ur. the audience of the truth of traditional worship, of the .quatlng
of the oracle. tilth reallt:y.

they w.re beginning to .ee th.t divine knowl.dge

mu.t take pr.ced.nce over human knowledg., If man w.re to avoid In.ol.nce
In d••d and word.

Knox .tat.. the .Ignlrtcance of thl. ode In relation to

what has gone before:
Here are two oracles. both the . _ . both u.~fulfln.d: the
.... t.rrlbl. de.tlny was predlct.d tor Jocaata' • •on, who I.
d••d, and for O.dlpus, who has avoided I t. On. thing ta cl•• r
to Jocast.. Whoev.r turns out to b. L.lu.' mrderer, the oracl••
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are wrong. "From this day forward, I would not, for all
prophecy can say, turn my head thb way or that." If the
equation of the oracles with reality is a false equation, tben
religton is meaningless. Neither Jocasta nor Oedipus can allow
the possibility that the oracles are right, and they accept
the consequences, as they proceed to make clear. But the
chorus caMot, and it nowabandona Oedipus the calculator and
turns instead to those "high-footed laws, Which are the children of Olympus and not a creation of mortal man." It calls
on Zeus ,_to fulfUI
the oracles. "If these things do not coinI
cide," d.Pf"C(J"'H, if the oracles d9, not ~ual . . . naUty, then
"the di vine order Is overthrllWn," 6ff'tEt I"" tJfi.
the si tuation add future of two individuals become a test of divine
power: if they are right, sings the chorus, "why reverence
Apollo's Delphi, the center of the world? Why join the choral
dance?"38

t.. .

Oedipus' scepticism of oracles was greatly heightened at the start of the
fifth encounter in the third epeisodlon (911.1085)--his meeting with the
Corinthian messenger.

The scene opened wi th Jocasta praying to the gods to

find a remedy for the evil that had shaken her husband.

though she could

no longer beHave in iNman seers, she had never ceased to revere the gods;
and now she turned to them for help.

As if in answer to those prayers, a

messenger from Corinth came seeking Oedipus, and the Greek of his opening
lines were full of the irony of his arrival:
Can you direct me, strangers, to the house
Of Oedipus, your Master•••Setter still,
Perchance you know where I may find the King?39

38sernard M. ~1. Knox, "Sophocles' Oedipus," tragi c themes in Western
Literature, ed. Cleanth Srooks (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955),
P. 18.
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Knox says that
these violent puns, suggesting a fantastic conjugation of the
verb "to know where" formed from the name of the hero who, as
Tei resias told him, does not know where he is•• this Is the
ironic laughter of the gods whom Oedipus "excludes" in his
search for the truth. They watch the critical intelligence
work its way laboriously and courageously through to the ab.
solutely clear vision Which, once found, it cannot bear to
see. Their presence is manifested in this intrusive ironic
pattern in the language of the characters, which is a riddling
reminder that there Is a standard beyond man by which Oedipus
is measured. 40
The messenger announced to Jocasta that Polybus, king of Corinth,
was dead, and that Oedipus was to be made king.

Elated wi th the news that

Polybus had not died at the hand of his son,Oedipus, Jocasta once again
denied the oraoles (946.49).

Upon hearing the same news Oedipus followed

suit and questioned all forms of prophecy (964-67).
the height of her confidence.

Jocasta then reached

She claimed that Luck governed aU human

affairs, that a random Ufe was best, because
There's no foreknowledge, and no providence. 41
Jocasta here spoke more truthfully than she realized.

Her only mistake

was to replace man's lack of foresight with Luck rather than with the fore.
knowledge of the gods.
Polybus was dead; but Oedipus sttll feared.

Hts mother, Merope,

lived on to haunt him, for it had also been foretold to Oedipus that he would
espouse his own mother (995).

To alleviate Oedipus from these fears, the

~ox, Oedieu, at Thebes, p. 184.
41.2.&L" !2-
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messenger rattled off a series of facts which now led Oedipus to another
Illusion.

He told Oedipus that Polybus and Merope were not his real parents

(1017), that Polybus had received Oedipus as a gift from his own hands (1022),
that he himself had found Oedipus In the hills (1026) and had loosed Oedipus'
ankles which had been pinned together (1034), and finally, that he had not
really found him but that a shepherd of the household of Laius had given
Oedipus to him (1040, 42, 44).

After hearing all of this information,

Oedipus once again changed the object of his search from "who was the murdereri" to "what was

~

origin?"

All this, too, had an effect on Jocasta. At 1032 she knew that
Oedipus was her son.
of the knowledge.

But until 1042 she struggled against the realization

Now t at 1042 t when the messenger revealed that the other

shepherd had been a member of Latus' household, Jocasta knew the worst.
But she still attempted to spare Oedipus the misery of that knowledge.
Oedipus would not be stopped:
I cannot yield my right to know the truth. 42
Jocasta rushed off, never to return. Oedipus thought she had done so because
she feared her husband would prove to be of peasant blood.

th!s thinking

of Oedipus resulted from his Ignorance of Jocasta's mentioning back In
917.19 of the abandoning of Lalus' mutilated son In the hills.

Oedipus just

dtd not avert to the fact that he could have come from the royalty of Lalus'
household but Instead he assumed that he was of low bl rth.

~

()V

K

Once again an
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Illusion dominated him as he was left alone to solve the question of his
origin.

But what about the question of the murderer?

discusses the relationship of these two questions.

Diller once again

He says:

Aus den Aussagen des Korlnther wlrd Odipus und lokaste klar,
dass Polubus nicht der vater des Odlpus war, und lokaste ere
kennt dariiber hinaus ml t furchtbarer DeutU chkel t, wessen 30hn
Odipus in Wahrheit 1st. Die Irkenntnis trelbt sie in den Tod.
tidipus lisst sle gehen. Er hat noch nlcht alles durchachaut,
sleht aber, dass er jetst der Antwort auf die Frage nach sei.
ner Abkunft gane nahe lat. Das erfullt Ihn mit alner Gehoben.
hel t, hinter der die doch In kelner Weise beseltLgte :;"urcht,
der MOrder des Lalos zu sein, gane zurUCktritt. Noch einmal
sondert er hier die beiden Fragen, deren Antwort doch elne
1st • • • 43
Oedipus, obsessed by the desire to discover his Origin, then proceeded
In 1076.85 to challenge Fortune; he was prepared to face the worst and the
best that truth could reveal.

Thi. wa. his last bid for freedom from his

destiny, and it was his last Illusion.

The significance of this frightening

proclamation is brought out by Ehrenberg who says:
It la equally clear that Oedipus, In claiming to be the son
of Chance, has gone beyond the bounds of tradition and rellglon. At that moment, he is only just enterina the circle of
increasing knowledge about himself. Re realizes that his life
Is ruled by outer forces, but he does not yet realize their
tremendous and cruel power. The foundations of his 11 fe have
gone, but his great and powerful mind knows of no despair. He
stUI reUes on his own genius, and it is Indeed the very core of hts
tragedy that, by using his high Intellect honestly and uncomprlm1a1naly, he brings doom upon himself. 44
The third staslmon (1086.1109) provided an Important psychological
development of the play.
43DI ller,

The chorus had caught Oedipus' mood and had even

!2. ~., p. 21.

4/tghrenberg, !2. ci t., PP. 69.70.
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enhanced it with their own hopes.

The infectiousness of the irrational

confidence of Oedipus and the illusions that hAd caused it were now evident.
When the chorus hailed Oedipus as the son of a god, this was the tragic
development of the motif introduced at line 32.

There the priest addressed

the prince, to whom his people had come as suppliants, not indeed as a god,
but almost as a god.
of Apollo.

Later, the king hAd heaped insults on the minister

Then, the chorus had contrasted the 11 ttle wisdom and the short-

11 ved power of mortals wi th the wisdom of Zeus and Apollo.

Now, jus t before

the truth, whi ch he himself hAd sought, shattered the happiness of the hero,
Oedipus spoke of himself as set apart from the vicissitudes of ordinary
humanity, a faVOrite of the goddess Fortune, and her son.

The chorus re-

sponded by praising him as indeed a son of the immortals, child of Apollo,
Pan, Hermes, and Dionysus.

This song, at the moment before disaster, truly

showed the climax of the tragic illusion inherent in the play.
This disaster came in the fourth epeisodton (1110-85) which contained the sixth and final encounter.-oedlpus' confrontation with the Corinthian messenger and the Theban herdsman.

At this point, Oedipus was

totally absorbed with the thought of discovering his origin.

He wished

to know who he was, but, wi th an exaltation that was on the brlt1c: of dell-

dum, he assumed that the discovery would bring him joy.
The scene opened wi th Oedipus standing on the palace steps.

The

old servant, the sole survivor of the murder, was seen approaching.

The

king spoke in the tones of self-restraint, like a judge, determined to sift
aU the evidence.
herdsman:

He inquired of the chorus as to the identity of the
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• • • Can you, perchance,
Be certain? You have .een, and know the _n. 45
The contra.t between gue•• ing and knowledge showed the effort of the king
to recover the exact balance of a .ane mind, to be .ure of hi. knowledge,
.0

that the Joy might be greater.

I t should be r ....bered that Oedipus had

originally .uDllOned the .hepherd to .ee whether he vould speak of AnO"~S,

,

'

or of one ""';10" 'r" ~"V (842).

But .anwhUe a furth.r que. ti on had arisen.

Was

this man identical wi th that herd.man of J.,aius (1040) who had given up the
tntant Oedipus to the Corinthian .hepherd? 'With his coming, the two thread.
of di.cov.ry were brought tog.ther.

Dill.r .ays:

• • • und erst durch di. a.ganUbent.Uung d•• Boten aus Itorlnth und de. alten Dl.ners de. J.,ai08, d.r IhD d•• Korinther
einat als Kind ubersab, findet .r die ein. Antwort. di. all.
'ragan lost, wie .lne Losung die scheinbar sinn10s divergi.r.nd.n a.standt.il • •in.s aitael. sinnvoll susammenfast. 46
Oedipus began the questioning.

the .ff.ot of this scen. hing.d on

the realisation that, whil. both the Corinthian and the theban po••••s.d
true knowledge of the faots of Oedipus- origin and bls murd.r of Laius,
n.i ther of them bad compl.t. knowledge.

tb. old Theban s."ant and herd.un

had no notion at this ti_ that thi. Oedipus was the long.forsottan infant.
R. had one secret on hi. mind, na.ly that O.dipus had .lain Latus.

The

Corinthian knew that Oedipus v .. the child given hill by the theban but h.
did not know that the ohUd was the .on of Laius and Jocasta.

therefore,
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partial knowledge of the facts constituted the dramatic effectlvenesa of
tbla confrontation.
Sl-ly the full trutb was brougbt out.

the theban revealed that

he bad given the Corlntbian a child (1156), who had been from tbe house of
Lalus (1167), and who was the chltd of Latus (1171).

It ia tnterestlng to

note In this aerlea of questions that Oedipus was atUl laboring under the
Illusion that he mlsbt prove to tJe the son of a alave.
In 1168 left quite vague the question of parentase.

the old man 'a auwer

Any ....ber of Latus'

hou.ehold. vhether related to the kina or not, might have been ducrtbed
as the father of a "child of the houae of Lalu.... Oedipus, stUl dreadlna
.J

tbat he waa of ae"11e birth. hoped to be told that bls father was

\

!£r(t-v'Y}",

and bad no tbousht that Lalus hi.elf might prove to be hla father.

At

1173 Oedipus knew the trutb but, for one ,reat IIOIIent, be reat.ted I t.

In

1177 he asked a question, whleb, In the final IIOIHftt of tra,le trutb, revealed a deep tn.tsht Into Oedipus' character; for
cbaractert.tlc of hi. tnt.1Usence la hi. Insistence on complete knowled,e and clarl ty. S. d......ds a rational foundation
for bl. exl.tence: he admits no mysterlea, no half-truths, no
half-.asures. He viii never reat content wi th lea a than the
full truth. • •• A atrlklna example of bl. Inslatence on full
understandlq ta the last question he aska the sbepberd. ae
already know. the truth--tbat Jocasta was hi. mother and Lalus
bls father-.,et there la one detaU he doe. not understand.
It t. not a detaU that offers any hope that the Whole story
may be fal.e, tt t. -rely a qu.stlon of the .hepherd'. motive.
"WhY did you ,lve the cblld to this old man'" (1177). Even
at the mo.t terrible JIOIMnt of hla extatence, he .... t have the
full .tory, vi tb no trace of obacurt ty In It anywhere. Be IllU8t
complete the proce.a of Inquiry, remove the last ambiguity. 47
n.
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And so, the Theban herdsman had shattered Oedipus' last 111uslon.
The truth was out. Oedipus tenew who he was.

The answers to aU the quea.

tiona of the play were one: OEDIPUS. And, w.Oedlpu. shouted
Alasl

It

come..

And aU is truel 48

be hluelf at last reaUsed his tragio state; for, In u.lng the optative
J

l

"

~j ljl(tH

he vas saylns that aU of thl. Eet baD

00IIle

true, that aU the

efforts of hi. human Intellect had only revealed the very thins the gods,
throusb Tel res I as and the oraoles, had foretold blm would nece••arlly come
true.

The result of thIs bwIan .earch va the awful anxletg tb!t

b!~

aooom-

Ranled 1 t and !ille tra"s .ufferlna that would fonow It.
,ollowlng tbl' scene, Oedipus, the .eeker after truth,
fl'Olll .lsht.

WD

He would soon retum, but tbl. tiM a a .elf.bllnded

obedient to the Sod..

'0 doing,

they expre••ed a

bolo lnalpt Into tbe tuman nature portrayed In aotlon on .ta.. :
Abl Generatlona of unklndl
Llvlns. I count your I1f. a. nothlngn••••
None bath more of happlnes••
None that mortal 11, than tbl.:
But to ae. to be. and then.
Havins ••emed, to fall.
Thine, 0 unhappy OediPUS.
Tbln. Is the fatal d•• tiny ,
that bid. me call no mortal creatur. ble.t. 49

.

IRan,

MeanWhile, the choN. OOIIIIIeftted on the traslo action

wbleb bad tran.plred before their eye. and, In

,

removed
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\
r'Y] &~"V)

Therefore, man Uved a Ufe that was (to

"nothing," for his

happiness waa just an (fU)Kf--:'-V, ~~~at-vtl) "appearance," a "deluSion,"
which eventually led him on to a (~jI'"CKA7v". ..) "falUng away," to 4estruetion.

WI th this a . .saenger cue and related how Oe41pua had Indeed faUen
away front the aewns happiness whi oh had surrounde4 his high posl tion in
Ufe.

Re descrlbed how Oedipus bad bUn4ed hi.elf, an act by which Oedipus

s,.bollse4 the ll.tted nature of un.

Oedipus' wora, .. related by the

..ssenger, revealed this.
"Henceforth," he crted, "be darkl ••sinoe ye have seen
WhoJI ye should ne'er have seen, and never lenew
T__ that I longed to find. "SO
In

p~lcally

blinding his eyes Oedipus was symbolising the blindness that

had permeated them an alonw; for they had been capable of providing him
wi th only 11.. ted and Imperfeot knoWledge, lenowledge Which, belns lnOOllPlete,

had deluded him into thinking that he w.. clearly ... lng the truth at eaoh
DlOIIlent In his .earoh.
When

Oedipus retumed to the stage, he was a htabled man, once pre.

eminent In app.rent wls40m, but nov plaolng hl.elf under the judgment of
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the gods who alone could dectde when human wisdom was at fault.

Oedipus

now understood where true knowledge was to be found. for. when creon suggested that they try to leam clearly what should be done wi th Oedipus. the
king rep1tedl
What! \JUI you ask for one so lost as 11 51
And Creon replied:
Surely. and you will now believe the god. 52
the play was at an end. and 1 ts closing note was a renewed Insistence on
the herol c nature of Oedlpusl the play ended as I t had begun_awl th the greatness of the hero; but I t was a different kind of greatness.

Thls great-

ness was now based on knowledge and not. as before. on Ignorance; and this
new knowledge was. Uke that of Socrates. a recognl tlon of man's ignorance.
Oedipus saw this and now directed the full force of his intelligence and
action to the fulfilment of the oracular command that the murderer of Latus
be killed or exiled.
In this play sophocles revealed that the gods humbled Oedipus as a
lesson to men not to trust in the happiness which they found in the contidenee in their knowledge.

Oedipus eventually attained the knowledge about

himself Which the gods had known aU along.
long?

But why did it take him so

And why dl d he have to undergo so many torments to reach a truth

wMch the gods had revealed to him from the beginning?
w
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the answers to these
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questions should provide a better understanding of the true nature of
human and divine knowledge and the possible unity of the two.
At the very core of human knowledge lay t ts chief characteristic
so evi dently displayed in the action of the Oedies TU!IUlus-.i ts inabUi ty
to see the whole truth at one time and the effects that followed therefrom.
Marjorie Barstow says that
Oedipus lacks the one vi tal and essential element in thls hap.
pineaa.-the power to see the relation of one thtng to another
and to maintain a due proportion In the expenditure of energy.
Oedipus can see only one thing at a time, and it 1a his babt t
to act ilUllediately on half-knowledge wi th the utmost intenliJi ty
and abandon. • •• Tbls 1a the flaw In the character of Oedl.
pus.-a weakness at the very centre of his being, from which
all other weaknesses. such as hls fatal tendency to anger, naturally arlse. 53
Therefore, throughout the play, Oedipus recetved pieces of information••
aome true, some false.

Hia reaction was always to act tmmediately, not

bothering to see the relation of a single fact to the whole.

Teiresias

told him of his guilt. but Oedipus immediately jumped to the conclusion
that Creon and telreslas had been conspiring against him.

Jocasta inter.

vened to stop the quarrel between her husband and her brother, but, In
attempting to show the absurdl ty of the charge that Oedtpus had murdered
Lalus, she gave him the clue to his guUt.

the final discovery depended on

putting together the evidence of two parties each of whom knew only half
the truth.

The Theban herdsman knew that the child he had been ordered

to expose was Jocasta's and that Laius had been kUled by Oedipus; he did

...

5'Marjorie L. Barstow, "OedtRUs Rex: A Typical Greek tragedy,"
Greek Genius gd Its Influence, ed. Lane Cooper (Nev Haven: Yale Universi ty
Press, t9§7), PP. 158:59.
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not know that Oedipus was the eh1ld.

The Corinthian messenger knew that

Oedipus was the baby he bad received from the Theban but he did not know
that tbe baby was the son of Laius and JOMsta.

In all of this Oedipus was

constantly weaving between the unified truth as revealed by the oracles
and the pieces of information that came to him.

these pieces, beoause they

divided the unity of the whole truth, prolonged Oedipus' search to an ever
painful conclusion.
But this situation was not peculiar to Oedipus; for man necessarl!l
Uved in a world of illusion and conjecture, which could provide him with
only partial knowledge.

When Oedipus had firat heard the oracle that he was

to kUI his father and marry his mother, be had no idea that Polybus and
Merope were not h18 true parents.

If he could have foreseen this and under-

stood the oracle with all its impllcatious, then he would never have re.
turned to Thebes, hls true hOille.

But, this was not to be; for, even though

the deity spoke in the language of divine knowledge in oracles, man understood according to the capabilities of his intellect and necessarily false.
Therefore, the god at Delphi always seemed to speak ambiguously,
but only because of Ian's way of understanding.

Man looked upon things as

isolated, but these things eventually were always found to belong together.
so, the irony of man's exiatential situation was that, because he Uved
among IllUSions, those things Which seemed to him most strange and disconnected were actually the most important for the true knowledge of himself.

And so, both Oedipus and Jocasta doubted the oracles because his life

bad been so shaped that be was ignorant of his parricide and ineest, and
because she did not know that the chUd she thought had perished on
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Clthaeron had Uved to knl his father and marry his mother.
In contrast to the one-slded. inC011lPlete knowledge that was pecullar
to human nature. there was divine knowledge ••simple.uncondltlonal. unambl.
pous, and complete.

Tbe knowledge of the deity was complete because it . _

all at once the unified truth lying behind the world of man.

It saw this

Sophocles conaidered Law to be the grounding

unity because It was the unity.

principle for this equating of the dei ty wi th the uni ty of truth. for In the
words of the chorus:

Be the prize of all . , days
tn every word. In every deed.
Purl ty. wi th Reverence.
Laws thereof are .et before us.
tn the heights they move. 54
It was Law which ordered and ruled all human affairs, and its creator. the
deity. had total knowledge of those affairs.

Law. therefore, was the phU-

osophl cal foundation for prophecy. for
as there Is a Law, its operation can be predicted. The pblla.
.opbl cal funotl on of prophecy therefore i. the .... as the
function of the rest of the divine background: 1 t as.umes that
the events occur not o. eCUIM; they are not -rely wbat happened in this parti cular case. they were bound to happen in
tbla or in . . . sillilar way. because IuHn affairs obey law.
If there were no law. not even a god could prophesy.55
therefore. a prophecy was a prediction made by a god who. unllke _n. knew all
the facta and could therefore see In advance bow tbe sl tuatlon _st neces.arlly
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work out.

If Ufe were random, as Jocasta said it was, then divine prophecy

would be total1y unfounded.

For sophocles, then, then must have been divine

law underlying everything.
The gods communicated to men their true, uni fled kno\fledge of goveroing Law through the madi urn of oracles, omens, and seers.

Once the Law had

been set, it never changed; and so, the divine knowledge was a foreknowledge,
an understanding of what. having been determined by Law. would wode itself
out in time.
and seers.

Man's only link wi tll this foreknowledge vas through the oracles
Their importance fot' Sophocles can never be stressed too much,

for they were the very framework of his plots.

As one author puts It:

They are the justification for the traditional reUgion. If
they are not true. there is no reason for belleving In the
gods. The Chorus sing in the T:rannW!, 'I v111 not go to vorship at the inviolate naval of the earth • • • if these (oracles) do not come true, clear for all men to show. • •• For
Laius' old prophectes are fading and men thrust them aside.
and nowhere is clear honour paid to Apollo but reUgion ls
peri shins. t 56
This distress of the chorus, however, was vindicated by the remalnder of the IlrannYs Which demonstrated that the gods had the full complete
knowledge wbl eh Oedipus thought he had.

He was proved ignorant; real know-

ledge was vhat distlngulshed god from man.

Since the gods had total know-

tedge, their action was confident and sure.

They acted vith the swift de-

clsion which was characteristic of Oedipus but which was mlsplaced In him;
and their action was just.
it could also be angry.

It was a justice based on perfect knowledge but

This was the type of justice Oedipus ,had tried to

56r. B. L. Webster. An Introduction to ~oehocles (Oxford,: At the
Clarendon Press. 1936). p. 21.
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admtnlster to Tetrestas and Creon, but hts justtce was based on ignorance
and .as therefore InJustice.

These attributes of dlvlnlty••knowledge.

certatnty, justlce••were the quaUtie. Oedipus thought he po.ses.ed; and that
was why he was the perfect example of the inadequacy of human knowledge,
certainty. and justl ce.
And so, dtvln. and tuaan knowl.dge have been di.cuu.d••one com.
plet.. the other Incompl.te.

Row then could man, .Ince he was not .ven

able to fully und.rstand the oracles. ever completely unite blaself with
the gOda' wtllt

If the goda' knowl.dg. of the truth of the world was never

totally accessible to men due to man's natural Int.llectual bllndn•••• then
could there ever be

11\

.ff.ctive unton of l1uIMIn and divine knowl.dg.' Kitto

state. the probl_ and off.rs a .olutton:

a.

[Sophocl••] w.ll know. that the world la not a co.,.. fully
tnt.l1lglbl. place In wbleb happlne•• I. proportionate to virtue. and faults are not punl.hed beyond their d•••rt., y.t he
prote.ts that tt 1. not a random, arbttrary universe tn which
reUgton i. Idl. and virtue _antngl.... It 1. based on order, IU•• Reasonl on a R.ason Which Includ•• tuaan reason
but vastl,. transcends I t. the gods can ... the whol. patt.rn
of the Unt verael Man cannot. y.t ". can ••• , and try to fol.
low, an Important part of It: DIOde.ty. purtty tn word and
d••d, reverence. reapect for the lanutabl. 'un.wrt tt.n 1..... 57

If man dld this, h. was gaining the •••entlal and fundamental knowl.dge
wbleb Sophocles would have "t.hed .very man to acqutre-knovledge of hluelf,
espeelally about blmaelf In relation to the gods. A man did not know himself or anything at all, until he understood hi. relatlonshlp with the gods.
And. In ord.r to do this, 1t was necessary for bla to reaUse that, because
b 1St

L

...
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his knowledge was limited. he must acknowledge his dependence on the gods
for guidance.

In this play sophocles depicted one way In which this could

be achieved .. for he portrayed a man who

• • • in his quest for knowledge of things about him. • • ne·
glected the one great science which every man muat muter .. the
science of self.knowledge and the principle of the golden
.an. The play is a tragedy of a man who through suffering
and mistakes comes to a purified knowledge of hi1llSeif and of
the value of the other Delphic motto (Nothing in Excess). In
this Sophocles has shown us the elemental struggle whiCh takes
place In the soul of every man of any strength or abl1ity as
he attempts to find his place in the world of men and gods. 58
Therefore. there were two alternatives: trust and obey the gods from the very
beginning by acknowledging your Umieatlons and your dependence on the gods
or come to this self.knowledge as Oedipus did•• through the painful lnves.
tigatlon by a limited intellect. This was the lesson of the Oedieus Tl£annus.

5BNorman G. McKendrick. S.J •• "sophocles' Portrait of Oedipus the
King" (Unpublished Master's Dissertation. Dept. of Classical Languages.
Loyola University. 1955). p. 83.

CHAPtER V

OEDIPUS: AN EXAMPLE FOR FU'TH.CENtuRY AtHENIAN MAN
After discussing the doctrine of the ditference between human and
divlne knowledge, both In lts origins among the early poets and phUoso.
phers, and dramatlcally worked out In Sophocles' Oedie.us tyrannus, all that
remains to be shown is how this theory answered the ever-growing rationalistic splrlt of flfth-century Athens dlscussed in Chapter III.

to discover

this I t might be well to tum to the most famous choral ode of the OedlJ)Us
Tyrannus. the 4th stasimon (1186.1222) which began t~ ir&V6-~~ fif'Ol:;;"""
Here, the chorus, having seen how vain mortal Ufe was, compared Oedipus
in his early greatness as king with his present miserable state.

But the

chorus. did not consider Oedipus an exceptlon to mankind In general, for
they looked upon him as
a 'rr""(>cA S ~, (; r <:J.. ,a paradigm, an example to all men; and the
tact that he Is a tyrannos, self-made ruler, the proverbial
Greek example of wordly success won by individual intelligence
and exertion, makes him an appropriate symbol of civilized man,
who was beginning to believe, in the 5th century B.C., that he
could seize control of his environment and make his own destiny
become, In fact, equated to the gods. 1
I

For that was what Oedipus was, a proof, a demonstration.

He was an example
•
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to aU mankind of the extstence and .. thorl ty of divine foreknowledge and
of the fundamental Ignorance of man.

this function of Oedipus helped to

explain the character which Sophocles had given him.

the demonstration

of the proposl tion through the penon of a bad man clearly would have been
untraglc. even uninteresting; and the demonstration of It through the penon
of an ArlatoteUan hero, the good man who wrecks hi ..elf through a "fault."
would have obscured the lasue by suggesting an explanation of Oedipus' fall
In terms of human ethica and moraUty.

the divine deaonatratlon needed

a protagonist whoae character did not obscure the me_Ing of hla fall: the
aftll'llatlon of the existence of divine foreknowledge and the Ignorance of
man could not be confused by a crosscurrent of feeUng that Oedipus' cat...
trophe could be attributed to a moral fault.

Oedipus _st have been a tragic

character In the same way as any man In his position would have been--the
human Intellect was the tey.
However. In order not to obscure the aeanlng of Oedipus' faU.
Sophocles necessarlly portrayed a character. which. by I ts very nature,
brought home the lesson all the more emphatically, not only to the rest
of man, but espeelally to Oedipus around whom the play was centered.
.. C. M. Bowra states:
the goda have chosen Oedipus for his fate. In so far .. he
I s to be _ example to othen It la enough that he la a great
tlng. But the lesson that he hl.elf has to learn IIWJt be
sui ted to his own nature. the man who ts to be taught hla own
utter Insignificance _st be endowed with special gifts of character .and tntellect; for only In such condt tiona is the lesson
worth leaming. 2
2Bowra, sophoclean !ra"edy, P. 185.

For
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It was through the eyes of Oedipus that man 11IJst leam the lesson.
Therefore, it was mainly through the actions themselves of Oedipus that
man would leam the lesson.

Even though the chorus would help to bring

this lesson home to the audience, it was primarily through Oedipus' self.
recognition that man leamed, for
In thta self-recognition of Oedipus, man recognises himself.
Man measures himself and the resul t ta that man ta not the
measure of all things. The chorus, whl ch rejected number and
all that 1 t stood for, has leamed to count; and states the result
of the great calculation. "Generations of man that must die, I
add up the total of your life and find It equal to zero."
i~~ K..,\r" /""'l!'i:v ~!-;;:rr.,.j lV«I:Jt&/~~.3
Sophocles, then, did offer Oedipus as a universal paradigm for
man.

Through his portrayal of the conflict between human and divine

knowledge In the Oedlgus tyrannus, Sophocles rose above the partl cular
problem of knowledge and used I t only as a means to reach a higher concept••
that of man himself.

But how did sophocles use this concept of knowledge

to reveal the nature of man! Wemer Jaeger, In hta monumental work Paldela,
states:
Like Aeschylus, Sophocles thinks of drama as the Instrument
through whl chmen reach a subUme knowledge. But I t Is not to
ehronel n, whl ch was the ul tlute certainty and necessl ty in Vhl ch
Aeschylus found peace. I t Is rather a tragi cal self-knowledge,
the Delphi c eothl seautoll deepened and broadened Into a c0mprehension of the shadowy nothingness of human strength and
human happiness. To know oneself Is thus for Sophocles to know
man's powerlessness; but it is also to know the indestructible
and conquering majesty of suffering tasmanl ty. The agony of every
Sophoclean character is an essential element in hls nature. 4
•

'3tcnox, "Sophocles' Oedipus," PP. 21.22.
4Jaeger, 0e. cit., P. 281.
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The key word In the prevlou. quotation would be the "nothlngne.s" of
human strength, of human existence In generate

What Sophocles .....d to be

.aylng tn thb ptay was that man of hb v.ry nature was nllt t.d, wa. doomed
to ltv. In a world as a ftntte being, obedtent to the lnflntte god..

Thi.

theory resembles very much the thought of many of the modem phi lo.ophers
of our time.

It placed an emphasis on the ext.tentlal .lde of lIan, on M.

Uilitations, and on the ....tng lmposslbtUty to overoome them.

On. mod.m

wrt ter .xpre.ses t t this way:
Human tlnltude t. the presence of the Dot in the betq of
man. That mod. of thought whi ch cannot understand negative
extstence C8Dftot fully understand human ftnitude. Finitud. Is
a matt.r of hUlUn llmltatlons, and 1lllttations involve what w.
C8n!!!! do or cannot M. Our flnltud., howwer, ts not the mere
sum of our 1l1lltatlons, rather, the fact of ht.IIUn flnltud.
brings us to the cent.r of man, where posl tift and nesatl ..
• xtstence ooiIlCll" and interpen.trate to such an extent that a
man's strength eolneldu wtth his pathos, his vtslon with ht.
bUndn.••• , hi. truth wi th hls untruth, M. b.lng wt th hts nonbeing. And If human finitude 1. not understood, neither I. the
nature of man. 5
In Oedipus, as well as In all of men, the chief evidence for tMs fbdttide
of man showed up, acoordlq to Sophocles, In the area of lenowl.dg..

For

Sophocles show.d how man was not abl. tCi know orund.rstan:tl the world '.n
which he ltved.

It was the lack of knowl.dg., this .D25-tcnowtns that .0

charact.ri ••d O.dlpus, and yet, tt was also thls v.J!'7 charactertsttc which
drove Oedipus on to his eventual doom.

Lasslo

Vers~t,

a yOUftl clas.tcal

crlttc with an exl.tentlal bent, .xpre•••• It w.ll, when he .a,.:
Knowledge nece••artly leads to n.gatlve re.ults and to the
opposite of what the know.r Intends If the subject of lenowledg.

Swuu .. Barret, ~f:tlonl Man: A St\!dX tn. Exl.tentlal Phil080,.
N.w York: Doubleday 1958 P.
7.
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is by 1 ts v.ry nature not a1l8nable to rational Inquiry. If
the world la, by Its nature, not open to man's limited Inalght, lnteiligenee la man's doom rather than his salvation.
Given man's daimon-.that he must know-.and the irratlonaUty
that U •• at the heart of things, it ls not any particular
human act but human .xistence Itself that is tragic, and the
fault U.s not In Oedipua as this particular man but In Oedl.
pus as Man living in a world which is, ultimat.ly, not mad.
for man the knoWer. 6
What Venenyl is saylns here, and what I think Sophoclea would also aay, is
that knowledge i. very uneertaln for man and this b.caus. the very world
he Ii ve. in, the very Ii fe he leads i. al.o uncertai n and therefore un-

int.lligibl. for him in great part.

Th. charact.ra of O.dlpus and Jocasta

w.re symbolic of a g.n.ration which had abandoned a traditional order of
b.li.f with a hop.ful vl.lon of an lnt.lligibl. universe, only to find it.
self at last facing an incomprehensible future with a desperation thinly
disgui.ed a. reckleaan••s, a fact so evident in the contemporary Peloponn.sian War.

sophocl•• , therefore, told his audience to look to their

traditional belief., for here, .ven with their limited .ight, th.y could
make their way In thia world.

The Unlvers. for Sophoclea was ruled by

Law which was rev.al.d by the goda.

Man'a only hope was to follow It.

To

n.gl.ct it, to follow on.'s own law, was folly.
In sUDlllUlry, th.n, what b.long.d to sophocl.s' own attltud. toward
Uf. was

a form of p••slmls. which •••• man as a creature of llmlt.d
In.lght, whos. vl.lon is .aslly befogg.d With d.luslons and
who is, in general, pow.rt.as and Insignificant in an y

~as.lo V.raenyl, "O.dipus: Trag.dy of S.U-Knowledge," Arion I, :}
(Autumn, 1962). 26.
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comparison with the real possessors of power, the gOds. 7
If. then. man was not able to understand fully the world In which
he lived. just what knowledge did he acquire?

Bowra's answer to this ques-

tlon Is as follows:
The knowledge acquired by the characters Is about themselves,
but primarily about themselves In relation to the gods. For
Sophocles this is the essential and fundamental knowledge. A
man does not know himself or his place until he knows how he
stands with the gOds. This is obvious wltb Ajax, Creon, Oedipus.
and Phlloctetes. They are taugbt directly who they are and what
they must do. When at last they understand the divine will,
they have no more illusions and accept their conditlon. 8
The Delphic temple had two Inscriptions for the edification of the worshipper
which might well apply here when speaking of Oedipus' tragedy.

The first

inscription was the negative "Nothing Too Much"; the other was positive.
but closely akin to the first: "Know Thyself." That meant for Oedipus the
tragic discovery of his pollution.

It also meant this: tf[(now that you are

but a man, the creature of a day; and. knOWing thls, be modest and be prudent.

Remember that the greatest gift of the gods is not cleverness nor

power nor wealth nor fame, but the spirit of 'Sophrosyne'." This Sophrosyne was the spirit of the man who knew that he was mortal and in all things
shunned excess.

Oedipus did not have this spirit when the play opened.

Before the order wbich Oedipus had broken by killing his father and marryIng his mother could be restored, the evil that had been done, even though
unconsciously commi tted, must have shown I ts full force.
'Opstelten, oe. cit •• P. 148.
8Bowra.sophoclean Tragedy, p. 365.

This I t did in
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the growth of Oedipus' illusions, when the plague forced a crisis on him.
From Illusions he moved to dangerous acts.

His fl ts of fury, his moments

of scepticism, his certainty that he was right, were the natural products
of his state.

Such a condition could not last, and it was broken by the

events which followed the death of Polybus.

As Oedipus came to see the

truth and punish himself for his past actions, he made hls peace wi th the
gods.

He did what was right, accepted his pOSition, knew the truth.

Through

resignation and suffering the rightful harmony of things was restored.
At the end of the play Oedipus was reduced to as low as a man could
go.

He seemed to be more of a figure to be abhorred than a tragic figure

to be pitied.

How was the audience to be uplifted by what they had seen?

Bowra says that
by divine standards Oedipus at the end of the play Is a better
man than at the beginning. Ris humiliation is both a lesson
to others and to hia. Democri tus' words, "the foo11 sh learn
modesty in mtsfortune," (fr. 54) may be appUed to Oedipus,
who has indeed been foolish in his mistakes and illusions and
has been taught modesty through suffering. The lesson wblch
the gods convey through his faU is all the more impressi va
because he is the great king and the great man he is. In the
eyes of the gods what matters I s that he should know who and
what he really is. To secure this end hls power and his glory
must be sacrificed. In his acceptance of his fall, his readi.
ness to take part In it, Oedipus shows a greatness nobler than
when he read the riddle of the Sphinx and became king of
Thebes. 9
Oedipus was now greater than he had ever been because he had learned
what Sophocles thought every man should learn, that man
can only do his best to understand the gods by what means he

.

-

9 Ibid. 209.

-
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possesses, to recognize that his own judgement may be wrong.
The gods, who know everything, are right. Nor may man complain of them. He must humble himself before them and admit
that he is nothing and that he knows nothing. This i8 the
lesson of King Oedipus.to
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